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I. Introduction 
During the past five years of my college career, I have noticed that many of 
the women around me have very negative ideas about their body image. They wake 
up every day with unrealistic expectations about the way they should look, and this 
causes them to feel depressed or inadequate. 
These women are being exposed daily to magazine after magazine filled with 
beautiful and perfectly airbrushed models. These partly fictional images are setting 
their standard of beauty, and sadly the bar is being set to a standard that is 
unattainable because it is artificial and in most cases near! y impossible for a real 
women to attain. 
Women need a better standard; they need a magazine that provides them with 
the same witty articles and fashion advice without the use of airbrushed models. 
Women need a magazine that is real, a magazine that they could picture themselves 
in, a magazine that empowers them and makes them feel good about the bodies they 
have. 
II. Pre Study/ Past Research 
In past research I conducted with a social sorority on the campus of Morehead 
State University, I discovered the vast majority of the group had very poor body 
image perceptions, and were using the media to set their standard of beauty. 
In a fall 2007 survey 56% of the group members were unhappy with 
their body image, 68% indicated that if given the chance to instantly change anything 
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about.themselves they would change their body image. Twelve respondents ranked 
media as the number one factor that influenced their thoughts and ideas about body 
image. Three of the group members participated in personal interviews about how 
their body image was affected by media. 
Original survey questions and results and interview data: 
1. Please circle your age. 
18-20% 
0% 
19,20- 40% 21,22- 40% 23 or over-
2. Please select your height. 
5' or under- 2% 5' 1-5'3- 40% 5'4-5'6- 38% 5'7 
or over- 20% 
3. Please select your weight. 
100 lbs or under- 4% 100-120- 12% 121-140- 46% 141-160-
22% 
161-180-10% 181-200-4% 201-220-2% 220 or 
over-0% 
4. Are you currently happy with the way you look? 
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Yes- 30% No-56% NotSure-14% 
5. If you could instantly change something about yourself what would it be? 
Weight/ Body Image- 68% IQ level-16% Relationship Status-14% 
Other-2% 
6. Please rate which factors influence you most about body image. 1 being least and 5 
being most 
Media- Twelve respondents ranked media as I. 
Nine respondents ranked media as 2. 
Fifteen respondents ranked media as .3. 
Thirteen respondents ranked media as 4. 
One respondent ranked media as 5. 
· Family/Friends/Peers - Sixteen respondents ranked f/f/p as 1. 
Sixteen respondents ranked f/f/p as 2. 
Ten respondents ranked f/f/p as 3. 
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Seven respondents ranked f/f/p as 4. 
One respondent ranked f/f/p as 5. 
Health Concerns - Nine respondents ranked Health as 1. 
Ten respondents ranked Health as 2. 
Thirteen respondents ranked Health as 3. 
Seventeen respondents ranked Health as 4. 
Onerespondent ranked Health as 5. 
Sexual Partners- Ten respondents ranked Sexual partner ... as I. 
Twelve respondents ranked Sexual partner. .. as 2. 
Twelve respondents ranked Sexual partner ... as 3. 
Eleven respondents ranked Sexual partner ... as 4. 
Five respondents ranked Sexual partner. .. as 5. 
Other- Two respondents ranked other as 1. 
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Three respondents ranked other as 2. 
Zero respondents ranked other as 3. 
Three respondents ranked other as 4. 
Forty-Two respondents ranked other as 5. 
Out of the 50 respondents 5 wrote Not Applicable to question 7, the following 
answers were given by those who were chosen for interviews are transcribed below. 
· 7. Please describe any way in which you feel the media has influenced you about 
body image. 
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Interviewee 1- Q7- "Although I love watching re-runs of America's Next Top 
Model while chowing [sic] down of the fatty foods, I constantly compare myself to 
the girls and know I'll never look like them." (Ranked media as 4 in question 6) 
Interviewee 2 - Q7- "All you see as you grow up are really skinny celebs & it gets 
planted in your mind that this is how you're suppose to look."(Ranked media as 3 in 
question 6) 
Interviewee 3- Q7- "Constantly seeking perfection, not reality - raising everyone's 
standards to something unreachable." (Ranked media as 1 in question 6) 
Interviewee 1 is in the age category of21-22, is 5'7 or over and weighs 
between 141-160. She is not overweight according to any of standard healthy weight 
information, however, she is not happy with the way she looks and she indicated that 
if she could change anything instantly it would be her weight/ body image. In 
question six, she ranked Media as a 4, Friends/Family/Peers as 3, Health Concerns as 
5, Sexual or Relationship partner (or potential sexual or relationship partners) as 2, 
and other as 1, specifying other as herself. 
During the interview, she indicated that her body image perceptions were 
influenced by the media. She describes the way she is influenced by the media by 
referencing the popular television program, America's Next Top Model. "When I 
watch America's Next Top Model the idea of the models that are 6'2 and 100 pounds 
gets stuck in my head. I feel like I should look more like them." "It inspires me too 
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lose weight, when I lose weight I feel good about myself, unfortunately I usually just 
get depressed and end up eating more because I know that I'm never going to look 
like them anyway." 
When asked how she thought the media had been able to affect her, she said it 
was the consistency. The fact that every model has the same look, tall and thin. When 
she was asked again if she was happy with her weight, she indicated that she was not, 
and that in order to be happy she would need to lose 15 pounds. 
Interviewee number one indicated that she was in a very serious long term 
relationship, and that she did feel that the media affected the way her boyfriend 
viewed her. - "I know he loves me for me, but yeah, (hesitation) I think he sees the 
thin girls and their breast size and wishes I looked more like them. He always says he 
doesn't, but I feel like he lies about it." 
She goes on to discuss awkward situations between the two of them while 
watching television and seeing advertisements for companies who use stereotypically 
thin and attractive women, such as Victoria's Secret. She says that the commercials 
have caused her and her boyfriend to argue, and have caused her to feel depressed and 
insecure. 
In interviewee number one's opinion, the average body image perception of a 
woman today would improve if the media changed the look of the average model, 
"You can only hear it so many times 'you're not fat' but if you saw people your size 
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in magazines and on TV. If you saw it happen worldwide you would feel like 
everyone else." 
Interviewee two is in the 19-20 age category, is between 5' 1 -5'3, and weighs 
between 141-160. She is overweight according to the online health information used 
as a standard in this study (Ask the dietitian. (2007). She indicates that she is not 
happy with the way she looks, and that if given the chance to instantly change 
anything she would change her relationship status. She rates Media as 3, 
Friends/Family/Peers as 1, Health Concerns as 4, Sexual or Relationship Partners (or 
Potential Sexual or Relationship Partners) as 2, and other as 5. 
Interviewee two indicated that she is influenced by the media because"-
everyone you see on television is skinny, so consistency I suppose. Just seeing the 
same thing over and over can make it seem like it is true." It is also important to 
mention here that she as well compared herself to the models used in the television 
show America's Next Top Model. 
When asked if the media had ever caused a change in her diet or exercise she 
said no. However, she went on to say that she did diet for upcoming events such as 
spring break. When asked why she felt it necessary to do so, she said "I only crash 
diet before spring break, but I guess that's because all the girls you see on MTV 
Spring Break are thin, I didn't want to be the fat girl." 
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When asked about not wanting to be the fat girl, interviewee two said that 
when you grow up seeing fat people as being unpopular you don't want to be fat. She 
related this directly to the media when she explained, "On TV the fat person is never 
the hot one, they are always the one that is funny." 
When asked again if she was happy with her weight, she said no, but did not 
associate any of her reasoning for that statement with the media. "No, I have huge 
love handles. My pants don't really fit anymore, sometimes I'm afraid that when I 
bend over there is going to be a big ripping noise. I mean I don't want to look like a 
model or anything, I just want to be more in shape, but who has time to exercise?" 
Interviewee two is not currently in a relationship, but is interested in men. 
When asked if she thought media influenced men's standards as far as dating she 
indicated that she did not, but rather thought that guys would take what they could get 
whether it was acceptable with the media standards or not. However, she did go on to 
say, "I do think though, that the girls who have more confidence are the ones who 
usually end up with the guys, and the girls who are confident do look more like the 
model type." 
In interviewee two's opinion, if the images used in the media changed, and 
were more like the image of an average woman, the norm would change and people 
would be able to feel better about themselves "I think the norm would switch to 
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maybe a range of sizes that could incorporate everyone." However, she said that it 
wouldn't have much of an effect on her. 
Interviewee three is in the 19, 20 age group, is 5'7 or over, and weighs · 
between 161and180. She indicated that she is currently not happy with the way she 
looks, and that if given the chance to change something that it would be weight/body 
image. She ranks media as 1, Friends/Family/Peers as 3, Health Concerns as 4, 
Sexual or relationship partner (or potential sexual or relationship partners) as 2, and 
other as 5. Interviewee three feels like she is very influenced by images from the 
mediaand indicated that she has a very poor self-esteem. 
When asked what ways she felt influenced by the media, she says that she 
feels it sets her standards, on how to dress, how to look, and what to weigh. She 
explains that sometime she does drastic things to Jose weight, "Yeah, sometimes I get 
really depressed. I just feel so fat. At the end of last semester I decided to lose weight, 
I was eating around 500 calories a day, and going to the Wellness Center. On a good 
day, I could run about three miles, but everything was different every day, and when I 
moved home for the summer, I wasn't able to keep up dieting as much." 
These are the signs of both anorexia and exercise bulimia. Interviewee three 
also admitted to me that she often times made herself throw up if she felt she had 
eaten too much, however she does not see herself as a bulimic. 
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When asked how she felt the media was able to ~nfluence her, she said that she 
wasn't really sure; it just made her feel bad that anyone on television that was her size 
was considered plus size, or the fat character. 
When asked again if she was currently happy with her weight she said no, that 
she would like to continue losing. When asked how much she wanted to lose, she 
wasn't able to produce a number, "Ah man, I don't know, till I'm not fat anymore I 
guess. I'm fat, I live a fat lifestyle, and it makes me fat. I just want to look like 
everyone else. I don't want to have to worry so much about weight and food." 
When asked if she was currently in a relationship she said, "Nope, I would 
like to be though, but what hot guy is gonna [sic] want to date the fat girl?" She says 
that she believes that men are influenced by the media, "Yeah, guys want a trophy; 
they want something to show off. I think guys are more loyal to girls who are 
beautiful and thin than they are to girls like me. I mean if I looked like a freaking 
model I'm sure I wouldn't have the relationship problems that I do." 
In interviewee three's opinion, the average woman's body image perception 
would improve if the images in the media were a better representation of the average 
woman. However, she thinks this would be something that would take a long time 
"Yeah I think that it could, it would just take a really long time because that image is 
already burned into everyone's minds, and if the media changed, people will just 
think it is to try and make them feel better. But if the new images really stuck around, 
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then people would eventually begin to change their thoughts and be able to feel 
better." When asked if it would change anything for her, she said "not really," that 
she would only feel better once she had lost more weight. 
Based on the responses for the th{ee interviewees, it is safe to say they all are 
influenced by the media; it just isn't something that isn't easy to admit. Interviewees 
report that the media causes them to feel sad or depressed, and in some cases that can 
mean engaging in dangerous eating or exercising behavior. 
ill. Literature Review 
The average weight for a woman is increasing (Fallon & Hausenblas, 2005) 
while the weight of professional models is decreasing (490-497). This phenomenon is 
producing images that are more difficult to relate to and causing women to set their 
standards of beauty to an impossible standard. This trend is leading to what body 
image researchers are referring to as norm'.ltive discontent (490-497). Normative 
discontent states that it is normal for women to be discontent and unhappy with the 
ways they look, which is probably why Americans hand over upwards of 47 billion 
dollars every year to the beauty industry (490-497). 
Evidence of a severe problem is both prevalent and alarming (Chambers & 
Alexander, 2007). According to a 2006 Penn State Study, women who have a 
positive body image are less likely engage in risky or dangerous sexual behavior, 
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demonstrating that media images can be held responsible for much more than eating 
disorders and discontent. Even worse is the evidence that more than ever before 
women in general do not have a positive body image (490-497). 
The negative body image is unhealthy, hazardous, and hastily sweeping the 
nation. American women are saturated with idealized images on a daily basis. 
According to an article in Gender, Race, and Class in Media, because these images 
have become unavoidable, we have lost our control over being influenced by them as 
well. 
"We cannot help but construct notions of ourselves at least in part from 
the media images that surround us, and given that the advertiser uses 
idealized_ images of ourselves to sell us products, most of us will find 
ourselves woefully inadequate when we compare ourselves to such images" 
(Dines, G & Humez, J.M. , 2003 p. 245). 
Gender, Race, and Class in Media devotes an entire section of their textbook 
to advertising and identities, in which we are shown it isn'tjust the viewers who are 
being affected, but the women in the advertisements are suffering as well. Models are 
being objectification, exploited, and are in most cases being forced to risk their health 
for job security. Kilbourn said it best "the more you subtract the more you 
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add"(Kilboum, 2003). Subtract the feelings and the flaws, and add body image issues 
to of women everywhere (258). 
Gende,r Race, and Class in Media also provides an interesting study women 
residing in Fiji. The study reports that before these women had access to television, 
the vast majority of them were satisfied with themselves. Weight gain signified health 
and prosper, and weight loss signifeid sickness or trouble. The women considered 
being asked about loosing weight an insult. 
Fiji was introduced to television in 1995, and three short years later" the 
number of teenagers at risk for eating disorders more than doubled, 74 percent of the 
teens in the study said they felt "too big or fat"and 62% said they had dieted in the 
past month" (p. 262). "Fiji girls who were heavy viewers of television were 50 
percent more likely to describe themselves as fat and 30 percent more likely to diet 
than those girls who watched television less frequently" (p. 262). 
Chambers & Alexander (2007) suggest that young women are the most 
affected because they are using media images to set their goals and ideal beauty 
standards, which make them more likely to binge diet or develop eating disorders 
(490-497). 
Proclaiming all young women are unsatisfied with their body image would 
be inaccurate; however, the amount of women that studies have found to be 
unsatisfied is alarming. Eighty percent of girls in the fourth grade are already 
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watching their weight. Fifty percent of women admit that if given a chance to change 
their lives in any way, said that they would change their weight ( 490-497). 
Unhealthily thin, unnaturally beautiful women are on every channel of the 
television, on countless Web page advertisements, and on near! y every magazine 
cover at the supermarket checkout and it isn't just women who are taking it all in. It is 
safe to assume that this image saturation has perpetuated the popular idea that "thin is 
beautiful" for men and women alike. Women who are killing themselves with eating 
disorders (Chambers & Alexander, 2007) and men are holding their partners to a 
higher standard. Willinge, et al. (2006) found that stylized images of perfect women 
in media can cause men to view "a thin body size-as ideal for females ... " (576). 
The body dissatisfaction phenomenon is fascinating, research on the topic is 
plentiful (Chambers & Alexander, Fallon& Hausenblas, Birkeland et al, Botta, Field) 
however, suggestions for change and strategies for repair are sparse. In current 
research, there are only a few studies that deal with repairing the damage, those 
include the idea that media literacy is the answer, another suggests acute bursts of 
exercise, and lastly it is suggested that removing the models will solve the problem. 
Mc Vey tested the idea of media literacy in 2002. Subjects were enrolled in a 
program which promoted positive body image, and educated them on everything from 
photo shopping and airbrushing to the complete creation in images. The subjects' 
body image was evaluated both at the beginning and end of the sessions and· it was 
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evident that there had been no improvement or change for the subjects. The subjects 
were contacted one year later for a re-evaluation, and as a whole the group's body 
image perceptions had actually become more negative, which actually suggests that 
the experiment may have actually harmful (Mc Vey, 2002). 
Another theory was that exercise could improve a person's thoughts on body 
image. The idea was not to work out until you had achieved weight loss, or become 
closer to the media stereotype, but that a simple moderate dosage of exercise would 
improve upon the negative thought associated with appearance (Fallon, Hausenblas, 
2005). 
In a 1993, Mcinman and Berger conducted a study exploring the theory that 
exercise could combat body image dissatisfaction. They found that it had a very slight . 
positive effect; however, the problems associated with body dissatisfaction have 
developed steadily since that time (Mclnman & Berger, 1993). 
In 2005, Fallon & Hausenblas took on the exercise theory again. The study, 
however, did not produce positive results the second time around. The subjects who 
did report an increase in positive feelings reported a very minimal change, that in 
most cases only lasted a short time. 
The only study that produced positive results at all was conducted by 
Birkeland, Thompson, Herbozo, Roehrig, Cafri & Van Den Berg (2005). Birkeland et 
al reported that young women who. were exposed to models experience much higher 
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levels of body dissatisfaction t~an those who were not. They started their experiment 
with two groups of women. Both groups were given a preliminary body image 
questionnaire, after which one group was shown a series of advertisements featuring 
models, and the other group was shown advertisements for the same products sans the 
models. Both groups were again given the body image questionnaire. The Women in 
the group that was exposed to the models reported not only increased feelings of 
dissatisfaction, but also an increase in anger, compared to a group of women who did 
not (53-61). The body image feelings of the group that was exposed to the 
advertisements without models remained the same. 
The failure of the first two studies and success of the third paint a clear picture 
of what needs to changed. In response to these recent studies, companies iike Dove 
have been introducing positive body image and self-esteem campaigns. Postrel, 
(2007) explored the new Dove advertisement series. At first glance, these 
advertisements seem like a great combat against the stereotypical advertisements that 
are being blamed for causing poor body image perceptions. However, Dove's main 
goal is marketing a line of beauty products. Dove's Campaign for Real Beauty has 
received mixed views, some pleased to see advertisements breaking the norm, some 
outraged at the idea of stylized real beauty advertisements (125-127). The 
advertisements feature women who are considered to be plus size. The women are 
commonly pictured in their underwear, and though they do not adhere to the standard 
model look, however, the models never have any visible flaws in the pictures. 
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However, campaign has been seen as a step outside the norm, and has made a positive 
impact. Videos and images from the Dove campaign are easily accessible on the 
Internet. Dove's campaign video entitled Evolution has been viewed on Y ouTube 
7,527,745 (as of9/14/08 at 7:45 p.m. You Tube, 2005). 
N. Creation of a New Text 
a. Surveys 
The creative process began when I presented a social sorority (the target 
audience for REAL) a survey about magazines. The women in the sorority are the 
ideal target audience of REAL magazine; therefore, their opinions were extremely 
valuable. The survey was open ended and allowed respondents to voice their 
opinions of what elements of a magazine they liked or disliked as well as what things 
had either a negative or positive effect on their body image ideas . The survey results 
are as follows: 
Number of respondents 44 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
(note: values may add up to more or Jess than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• Cosmopolitan- 37 or 84% 
• Seventeen - 8 or 18 % 
• People - 7 or 15% 
• Us Weekly- 5 or 11 % 
• Glamour - 5 or 11 % 
• Vogue - 4 or 9% 
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• Elle-3 or 6% 
• In Style - 2 or 4% 
• Cosmo Girl - 2 or 4% 
• Figure- 1 or 2% 
• Bridal - 1 or 2% 
• Home and Garden - 1 or 2% 
• Marie Clair - 1 or 2% 
• OK! 1 or2% 
• None-1or2% 
2. What do you like about them? 
(note: values may add up to more or less than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• 20 respondents said Articles/ Stories 
• 17 respondents said Fashion 
• 12 respondents said Tips 
• 11 respondents said Celebrity Gossip 
• 4 respondents said articles about Sex/Men 
• 4 respondents said Advertisements 
• 1 respondent said horoscopes 
• 1 respondent said Q&A 
• 1 respondent said Affordable Fashion 
• 1 respondent said Entertainment Value 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
(note: values may add up to more or less than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• 14 respondents said advertisements 
• 11 respondents said skinny girls or models 
• 7 respondents said they pictures were unrealistic 
• 2 respondents said un-affordable fashion 
• 2 respondents said the featured fashion was not for their body type(s) 
• 1 respondent said celebrity gossip 
• 1 respondent said airbrushing 
• 1 respondent said sexual content 
• 1 respondent said negative comments about body image 
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• 1 respondent said long articles 
• 1 respondent didn't dislike anything about magazines 
4. Do they (magazines) ever influence your ideas about body image? 
• Yes - 39 respondents or 89% 
• No - 5 respondents or 11 % 
5. What things make you have negative feelings about your body image? 
(note: vaiues may add up to more or less than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• 3 respondents said the size of my (their) clothing 
• 30 respondents said slim women or models 
• 5 respondents said my (their) personal flaws 
• 3 respondents said diet or exercise articles 
• 1 respondent said the high price of fashion 
• 1 respondent said America's Next Top Model 
• 1 respondent said not fitting into the ideal beauty type 
• 1 respondent said bathing suits 
• 1 respondent said nothing 
6. What things make you have positive feeling about your body image? 
(note: values may add up to more or less than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• 15 respondents said seeing normal women in media 
• 5 respondents said compliments 
• 4 respondents said keeping a positive image 
• 4 respondents said the dove campaign for real beauty 
• 2 respondents said people that were heavier than they were 
• 2 respondents said their friends 
• 2 respondents said taking care of themselves 
• 2 respondents said exercise and health tips/articles 
• 2 respondents said losing weight 
• 1 respondent said loose clothing 
• 1 respondent said articles on dressing for my body type 
• 1 respondent said good hair days 
• 1 respondent said models that are too think or sickly 
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• 1 respondent said being small 
• 1 respondent said staying current with trends. 
• 1 respondent said nothing 
• I respondent said she has lost the desire to care 
7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image 
what would you include? 
(note: values may add up to more or less than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• 32 respondents said real women 
• 4 respondents said articles on dressing for your body type 
• 3 respondents said real stories 
• 3 respondents said information on real healthy food 
• I respondent said diet information 
• I respondents said affordable fashion 
• 1 respondent said positive body image tips 
• 2 respondents said didn't answer this question 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image 
what would you leave out? 
(note: values may add up to more or Jess than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• 26 respondents size 0 or skinny girls/models 
• 24 respondents said models 
• 8 respondents said airbrushing 
• IO respondents said articles on dieting 
• 2 respondents said quick fixes 
• 1 respondent said perfect images 
• 1 respondent said fashion that was too expensive 
• 1 respondent said negative outlooks on body image 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
(note: values may add up to more or Jess than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• 17 respondents said good articles 
• IO respondents said new or current fashion 
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• 10 respondents said tips 
• 3 respondents said ideas 
• 1 respondent said normal girls 
• 1 resonant said affordable fashion 
• 1 respondent said makeup tips 
• 1 respondent said dating 
• 1 respondent said crosswords 
• 1 respondent said horoscopes 
• 1 respondent said scented perfume ads 
• 1 respondent said good content 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
(note: values may add up to more or less than 44 because respondents were 
allowed unlimited responses) 
• 16 respondents said a good cover 
• 15 respondents said fashion 
• 5 respondents said color 
• 4 respondents said advertisements 
• 3 respondents said personal stories 
• 3 respondents said applying to everyone 
• 2 respondents said men/sex 
• 2 respondents said celebrities 
• 1 respondent said how to section 
• 1 respondent said price 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models but rather 
used everyday people? 
• Yes-44100% 
• No- 0 
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b. Textual Analysis 
The survey data revealed that Cosmopolitan was the magazine of choice for 
84% my respondents, making it essential to familiarize myself with both their 
content, and the type of layout and design used by Cosmopolitan. 
The September 2008 issue of Cosmopolitan contains 288 pages. 
• 165 pages are advertisements. 
• There are 193 total advertisements. 
o 96 beauty advertisements 
o 43 fashion advertisements 
o 12 miscellaneous advertisements 
o 11 sex or pregnancy advertisements 
o 8 food or non alcoholic beverage advertisements 
o 5 automobile or electronics advertisements 
o 4 feminine hygiene advertisements 
o 4 alcohol advertisements 
o 4 weight loss advertisements 
o 3 home/cleaning products advertisements 
o 1 health advertisement 
o 1 men's product advertisement 
o 1 plastic surgery advertisement 
• Of the 193 advertisements 113 featured a slim/skinny model 
• Of the 193 advertisements 35 featured strong sexual appeal 
• Of the 193 advertisements 6 featured real women 
• 2 of which advertised events and featured pictures from said event 
• 4 of which were Dove advertisements 
This issue has 123 pages featuring content, there are 72 articles. 
• Articles about sex or men - 21 
• Interviews/Stories - 14 
• Articles about Fashion - 10 
• Articles about Beauty - 7 
• Articles about Health - 7 
• Miscellaneous Articles - 7 
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• Tips - 6 
This process allowed me to generate a substantial amount of new ideas both for 
content as well as layout and graphic ideas. I was also able to go back to my survey 
data to compare and discover the things that Cosmopolitan was doing that my target 
audience didn't agree with or like. After this analysis, I was in a good position to 
begin with my preliminary designs. I knew that I should include personal stories and 
interviews, a section on men or relationships, and well as some tips on fashion and 
beauty, however, I also knew I needed to cut down on the number of advertisements 
and come up with new ways to advertise without the use of models. 
This is when I developed my advertising philosophy: Advertisements are for 
the purpose of selling a product, so that is what they will do in REAL, .however, they 
will simply include the product and a description. If the product fits the demographic 
of the reader, then the presence of the product should be sufficient and therefore the 
presence of a model is completely unnecessary. 
c. Original Ideas 
I shamefully admit that my original ideas were rough at best. I honestly had a 
hard time choosing a starting point, and the pages began as a somewhat unorganized 
cluster or ideas. I started with a blank PowerPoint presentation and then searched the 
internet for pictures of clothing, shoes, makeup, accessories, basically anything that I 
could tum into an idea for a story. I also spent a lot of time researching current 
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trends; make up tips, relevant health information to make sure that the information 
would be current and applicable. 
The cover, as you can see a lot has changed since the original ideas for the 
cover. At this time, I was just starting out and hadn't actually started using Photoshop 
much to design the pages. I was surprised to discover how hard it was to remove the 
background for the original picture used on the cover, and while doing this it occurred 
to me that I was indeed altering a photo. That is when I decided to make sure from 
that point to pay attention the background in the pictures I was taking. The story 
ideas, however, seemed to remain basically the same. I chose to stay with the same 
genre just the specific story ideas and titles changes to better accommodate the 




It was very important to me to provide a section that explained and introduced 
REAL magazine. The reasoning behind the creation of the magazine is very 
important, and it was very important to relay that message .to the reader. The problem 
I continued to have with this page was coming up with an attractive layout to 
introduce such a large amount of text. I struggled here with making a page that 
looked more like a magazine, and less like a flyer. 
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This page was saved for last; I just tried to compile pictures that were relevant 
to the articles as I went along. 

















The women who responded to my survey made it clear that they liked to see tips in a 
magazine. It was my personal goal to include everything that had been named 
specifically by the respondents in REAL magazine. This section started really small 
and grew to the largest section of the magazine which included 80 makeup tips I 
learned in 2008. It is one of the magazines strongest sections, and has been the 
favorite of nearly everyone who has had a chance to view it. 
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Including a section on fashion for every body type was another thing that was 
named specifically in the surveys, so it was another one of the highest priorities. I 
started by finding pieces that were flattering on most body types and I planned to go 
from there. However during my photo shoots, I actually decided to go another route 
and do two larger sections, a winter essentials, as well as a functional fashion section 
and only include items that would look good on a variety of body types. 
Nottaatlgh1,m1ttooloose 1nd 
VDU ca~dreutliemup or down. 
ArelBXedfit that b sintoflrner 
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Hot fashion for the cold months was also merged into the two larger sections along 
with the fashion for every body type. All of the key pieces were still accounted for in 
the larger sections, and this allowed me to take advantage of the photo opportunities 
that I had available to me. 
HOT fashion for the COLD 
Scarves months! 
Abercrombie Abercrombi 
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tucking Into yourwinler 
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77 straight jeans by 
American Eagle 39.50 
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Another section that was very important to the magazine was a boys and relationships 
section. The majority of my survey respondents were avid readers of Cosmopolitan 
which mainly composed of information on the opposite sex. I originally wanted to 
use Joel Charles as the man to answer the real tough questions, however, he opted to 
have a section about him and about what he likes in a date. I had trouble finding a 
man who wanted to answer the tough questions as himself, so I eventually came up 
with the concept of "anonymous Andy" then I had no trouble at all getting answers to 
my questions. 
Same header 
You've101 q11estions...w~ve got an.wEn, 
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Using PowerPoint to make the rough designs first proved to be very helpful 
because I was able to view them in 'slide sorter view' and see them all next to each 
other as they would be in the actual magazine. When I looked at some of the original 
ideas, I realized that style of formatting I had been has way too much white space. 
After this realization, I went back to my copy of Cosmopolitan which was able to 
show me that I needed a lot more information, as well as ton more graphic or design 
elements on each page; another key thing I noticed was the use of backgrounds to fill 
white space. 
Upon these discoveries, I was well aware of what I needed, and that was a ton 
of pictures. At this point, I began setting up dates and times for photo shoots with 
some real women. 
d. Photo Shoots 
I began taking pictures planning to easily drop them into the allotted page, 
however, with each picture I took, the ideas seemed to shift to better accommodate 
the best photographs. For example, the winter work wear, and fashion for everyone 
sections seemed to merge together, and form a winter essentials, and a functional 
fashion that included all the pieces from my original plans. 
If I were to repeat this process in the future I would try to start off with more 
basic or generalized ideas and take as many pictures as possible to fit those 
categories, then with the pictures, I would make a collection of more specific page 
plans, and then go back for more specific pictures if necessary. I think that heading 
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out with the idea of getting a certain shot limited the amount. of good pictures that 
worked in the end. 
e. Design and Layout 
The actual design and layout of the pages took up the majority of rp.y time. 
Some of the pages actually took around 5 hours, however, as I grew more familiar 
with Photoshop, I was able to start skipping the preliminary designing stages I had 
been doing in Photoshop. 
One big concern for me was making sure that all of the pages had a similar 
theme, or some sort of trademark look. Upon completion of each page, I would save it 
to a folder as a jpeg file and then open the folder to view all of the images together 
and ifthe new page didn't flow well with the others, I would clear it out and start 
over. This happened several times, but I realized that taking the time to re-do the 
pages would be better in the long run than having an inconsistent theme which would 
not have satisfied me. 
Some pages would almost put themselves together. A good idea would come 
to me and everything else would somehow fall into place. The pages that I am least 
satisfied with took the most time to create. 
The two-page fashion-on-a-budget section ended up taking the longest of any 
section, even though it is one of the smallest. The problems arose when I was 
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choosing the jewelry to showcase on the page. I wanted to show.high-dollar designer 
items with a discount alternative that looked similar, so I looked around on the 
Internet for hours finding looks that were both relevant to each other and from the 
right price ranges. Another issue with this section was deciding just what to include. 
The page was actually completed at one point with purses and scarves in addition to 
the jewelry, however, this was one of the times when it just did not flow and starting 
over was unavoidable. 
f Constructive Criticism 
After countless hours of work, I felt confident enough in my product to put it 
out there for some constructive criticism. I took a printed copy to several people who 
helped me tremendously in achieving my final product. 
Morehead State Universities Digital Media Coordinator, Joel Charles, was 
able to generate a lot of new and improved design ideas once he was shown the 
printout of the pages. He was actual! y able to take the time to sit down with a printout 
of every page and give me his professional opinion on what looked good, and what 
needed to be improved or changed. 
I also had the opportunity to show the pages to someone who had once 
suffered from an eating disorder and get her reactions and suggestions for 
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improvements. She gave me a lot of suggestions of wording, and the particular way I 
had things stated. I think her input really helped me to move toward my final product. 
Once I was confident that my design work was finished, I took my magazine 
to work with me and had 5 co-workers read it cover to cover and circle any 
misspelling or typographical errors they could find. This was a process that was 
incredibly helpful to me; I have learned that once you look at something for so long it 
becomes hard for you to go through it with the fine tooth comb you need to pick out 
the mistakes. It seemed like I had almost memorized the text on the pages, and rather 
than reading it to myself, I would almost recite it in my head. 
After correcting the typos and little mistakes, I was confident that my 
magazine was ready to be printed. 
g. Printing 
In order to achieve a high quality, I chose to have the magazine professionally 
printed. The printer required me to place the pages in order as well as create an adobe 
reader file which would allow the pages to be printed four to each 15 x 11. They were 
estimated to cost around $20.00 each. 
I dropped off the file with very specific instructions on a Thursday and 
received the call to come pick them up the following Monday. Once I arrived, I was 
less than pleased with the results. For some reason the magazines were printed with a 
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white border around the edge of every page. I am baffled as to where this came from, 
since it was not present in the file that they were given. The printing business, 
however, had no interest in changing them, so I did pay in full for all five copies. 
This left me with the dilemma of choosing what to do next, should I have 
them reprinted elsewhere, to try and trim the border myself, or simply choose to 
ignore it, which was the popular choice with everyone who I chose to show it to. 
I chose to reprint, and this time to give the printer specific instructions about 
what I did not want, as well as a copy of one of the magazines from the first batch. In 
addition, I only ordered one copy first to make sure I didn't end up paying over 
$100.00 for something I could not use. Thankfully, the second time around was much 
better, a little more costly at $27 .00 a copy. I now see why magazines choose to have 
many advertisers, because without them it would be hard to turn a profit considering 
the price of printing. 
This stage was a real eye opener for me. In order to break even on the 
magazine if I were to sell them at a price of $3.00 I would have had to charge around 
$185.00 for each full-page advertisement. That kind of a price point could defiantly 
prove problematic when selling advertising space in a new publication, so I see how 
the ratio of content to advertising can become uneven. However, if I were to try and 
sell REAL magazine, I would try to look into some sort of additional funding, to 
avoid having more ad space than content. 
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V. Professional Opinions 
After the magazine was complete, I was able to get several professional 
opinions on the design aesthetical value, as well as the validity and accuracy of the 
information included in the articles. 
Morehead State University Assistant professor of Health, Gina Blunt, PhD 
was able to provide some positive feedback about the magazine. She agreed that it 
was a great idea for a magazine "I do really like the idea. I think that you can show a 
variety of shapes, sizes, ethnicities, ages, etc ... to be sure to include everyone. I know 
there are magazines out there with this same goal but they end up going towards a 
"plus size" group. That isn't necessarily "real" for everyone either. I think if you keep 
a variety of individuals in the magazine then you will appeal to everyone. I like that 
you are looking at "real health" but you could add in stories that focus on health and 
not just weight control. For example, diets that are high in nutrient density (without 
trying to cut calories). I think this will add a different twist to the magazine because 
EVERYONE is trying to cut calories, diet, lose weight etc ... when there are so many 
other issues with the foods that we eat." 
The magazine was also sent to a few more professors who didn't have time to 
respond, but did Jet me know that they thought the idea was going in a good direction. 
I was also able to get the professional opinion of Bridges magazine 
photographer Ashley G Quinn. Quinn says she was impressed with the concept of a 
REAL magazine, and thought that it could be something that could eventually be 
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marketed. Bridges magazine is a local magazine that is also very young, Quinn was 
able to shed some light of the difficulties of finding advertisers for a new publication 
as well as what it takes to get things started. 
Quinn also had helpful suggestions about layout, and blank space. She says 
that readers occasionally need a break and an area of blank space will allow their eyes 
to rest. She said that this space was present in the Real Health section on page 1, 
however, she suggested more blank space in both the makeup tips and embarrassing 
stories section. 
VI. Self Evaluation 
After taking some time to reflect on the entire project, I can say that I am very 
proud of both my finished product and the steps that I took to get there. My skills 
both in writing as well as designing for the magazine have vastly improved from the 
beginning of this project. Two semesters ago, I wouldn't have been able to walk 
confidently into a meeting with a publisher to talk about REAL, however, now I feel 
like I not only have the research and the knowledge, but the design skills that it would 
take to make REAL into a success. 
I can't say that I think the project is perfect, but I can say that I spent more 
time working "on REAL than any other project in my college career and it is my best 
work to date. I am more than proud of the journey that REAL magazine has taken me 
on over the past two semesters, and I am very grateful for everything that it has been 
able to teach me. 
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Though there were times that I felt like giving up, the work load was 
tremendous and that came with an equally tremendous amount of stress. I am 
incredibly thankful for those who kept me going, and continued to remind me of the 
real reason I was making REAL magazine. This magazine and fighting the war 
against body image dissatisfaction are things that I feel incredibly passionate about. 
The requirements for my degree have been completed, however, REAL magazine is 
far from over to me. I plan to continue with researching how to make REAL a real 
magazine. I will be checking into the possibilities of an online version of the text as 
well as the option of distributing the text through some sort of group or organization. 
REAL is an important text to women, and I will make sure that REAL is able to make 
even more of an impact that already has. 
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; en:, this v,;ay as )1lur size \'Mies you can simpiy addar retn.Q\."C Ille\' 
1 o:rra bootl. This Qll help yuu ~ money in the loo.!! run ~ ~ • 
. ~ 1'ras: are m\ICh moft'~"" than the cxtcnl!ea. Look for u- ~: .. ,i rcndcrsatSlon.'5like\Val·ManandT~ ~ 
,.:.;_,"''Vii"·~r'··--~1 ,-~eet~He1p==-.~1 i a~1. y . fThe bes! w.iy m makie- 511.fe you gel the fi 
-~ JUSl b«~u:<e 111s.your fa\untc,1' best bra rorym.1rbody l't"J'l' is to i:,v 10 a J, 
, l doesn t mean 11 ~ould be J j pro:b.l. •iorusl fi:1er. Let them wn5me )'l'U f, 
{ worn for .tD oxasmM. (You H und thrn go ftn lhie- SIU thcv tdl }uu, t 
l' neal CO find a bra fur :>\\'l:".!.\• ~1C\'en lf it isn'I fhe 5i!.e )'00 lhiiik YOU \.\'eaf. f, 
I
~,, en. l~hins.. tank oop:s. haltm.!·j Sime:< Hke Pa.,biori Dug, LlynC Dryanl. ~ 
• ·i d~es, and work ~I ~.if!) 'it Mid Viauril~ S~rcc all have unified Iii· P 
: ; Thmk abo111 )'OUT lif<.os:yle'. ~1er.; en d'.11~· who will g.Wly a~ you for f. 
[
) buy the bros ihal wool~~~ ~ no addltiunal charge. and don°t be i;hy- r: l ac.comm~att' lhe_acuuru:s \~ff you lhinkS<>mething should Iii ano:he: ~· 
-~ <ind clolhmg dto~'$ you 1 wfl>; show thttn. lbc\' arc aftrrall ex- ii 
\) make the mo~t lfequently. \\ perts, w thcywmltthink.i lhiag of ill ~' 
~--~-,,,,,~""'""' _.,....,,...~}. ~"'""'"'"""'-"'"'""·"'"'-''"··'"-"'"" -. -~~- !l 
• q-. ~"" """" "'/fo 
55 
lk1h t~ ~(i ~-..=:;old, 
:i full timl' i:.nkfi.utr 
~Cf!!, 3li utll ao; :i fuD rime 
onr. ........ ;i.1 lllnk..,,-
lf N.iti<1n:U Ciiy. 
n....,,,lr tut;iw up 011 
htr twmtr ~tyJc jtbi 
h1:ca11,~·~li<: i:< 




T lc,'lrned in 08. 





IJ """'~Qt oll 1'»-.: oii;ni6c:trn.~ b.• md"" 
,,;,~....i.iclo ~ .. ;,.. pW.. bh6b-n:d,r.r 
ruddyokia l<>nOJ41!'l b !d!uk- "W'-"''" 
mJJr .b,,......., i... •~ 'W"' "f n-d-
l'lf>l.• ... u. .... ..: <1>21..ru.1 .. fb,,li •"'"'::t 
3.1r11c-O< ... ~lh"'1l~ttf~w ... 
"»!lwl') Kll'll:P pnxl-oml112!1t.)'loi11.....;;,,., 
1f1,n•found.>10..,_r~,....-ror.U.:..,. 
"'ith )'4~ ...... .,.-.J,n,~ will 1"'4- r'""" .:.;,, 
4. ()&,-,,.&in .... '" 1""'1"' .,. ..... ~b..:11 
a~<>ft.t'l'.linmlhcl;n!llhotull<\ll<>i lllll 
n.<tuu!yo:lltl'lf'"~~·-lm=J 
dw A""'nl>h h'"' dui'• ur1i.Ji"'1"oln1' $kin 
<>f;m.!d.:p<JL 
5. N:1:1rnl ,lcin "~an t).......,-.ithn.,.11>< 
................ '*' u( .,r,... s:o;l....; .............. 
6.1tn11w..i • ...uh fili-<t>...,:a..:;rn.kin 
1<>ttc• lil.t-~ S.nin&>r~ Ni""k Kidmou, 
nnd Jul;'"'™' Mc,.,.,.. 1cnJ "' .. nr corah, 
.aim"'~,,,......,,.., '1mh:::>. bn1<l»<; and ,,j\,..,. 
7.lllun1h'>ilhf:m~1<>~Wn 
to"""' b"h c...,.,....h l'lllnu10, r~m llihm.. 
(111<,11.:irr,.,nlk<ft'lfo<nt•~"fflinl ...... 
8.ttiur.rrl!.'> •>lli f.U '" no..!i.m .J..Y, ~_. 
Hc•Julil Ro!rru ~nd J=nil'i:t<"Llm<T atr 
ofun"""' io ~tu..,.... :n::d •ufr rnl .!IJ<!e( 
face 
& skin 
9.m.,.,., .. 11:11 <b:ikbrooonl..;.-aud r~11 "> 
m • ..l...rn•l>n,_n.,.n....;M.~..,,,s....i... 
l!ull>.>d, 111.i I'a>..+>p: Cnu ·"'"'' ......... WliJ ,:i.....;....,.r.,,.....ooa......,, 
10.llhd< h:tir -.?<h(><:r~ ......,., >d<1> ~· 
I b!k tkrry "1lJ Afi;;d.l li:.-•1 ,....,,. ..,r, ""' 
..... 1,,,. ..... id,., malo r"rh. ..,,, tin"'""' 
~tiJr..rcm.;b.. 
11 o ...... ,.mi:cubanlr ... ~D!!id,T<· 
,...,. •. .,.m."{;i<lg~d<d.ool. lntr .. r~. 
·~~· 111itl> rhi· ~.;,,. lr<ltd oh,,.,, W1 i!l 1Nlh. 
IU~tbinr,p>« 4< k"1C2.1 il ..... Umfo tr..t.11<~ 





c-mn.,.. n hl.-:dd'"""""""""'-;. "clf·tanni..1i; 
1.l ~d{-untl;,'I\ pado..,s ''"'"~ ,l,.t..,;nr. 
th•,JU., lllfnl.l).>I>~ d><mic1 ~a;.,,."'"'''' 
cb.f ......... "'.........., 'lrilh J.ai1 .Jcin a·ll< ~ 
J,,~~cW...Wbd~ .J,i:)aJb,,.m.,...., 
an.i .... E,t.a&""' 
14.1~1".eh.~an.....,..ir,""""-,...' 
l'lipc (>r•Jml} • thi' ;>jlJ~!'>UAn ~~"1 
<1~'"' it.. ,,,1,,, ti..£"" )""' f'U"'"N..,, l~or 
l>.:>I "''"""' .cn>b l"'" .bn"' lht ¢. ... .,,.. 






~rhn<IJ ,r,.,. 1h;:ol~....,. 
.i.:fniln..._ .... tm'"'11P.~•r.d 
l grppl.:)...ol.. 
~ l'lafii.:hr<>(m.d.Um~a:i='bi,.. 
/f,c~:~~::!:::~:y ft ~)ti<.n h• ''"'""' ..:1u1:lu.tn<, " 
40. °"""""".,.._..a-th.II """i~!""' 
~w!. .... !l ... .,. ... ,..Kl,J!un .. ~
btminqn.t:U'(><'21rJd<~~~ 
p-<m ~.?OOLIJ 1;iupa :uid""'"" br..JHi.<.iitlk 
1,i,,.. <')""' "!"lritlc •ml i( )~ haw hDd _, ... ,., 
pid. tll( ~>lor )~'d 1~ u.o l>""'s <"'' eni.I buy l"1 
q•-li= in th<· ..,Ml.' hue ot """""" W.:.:li. iu 
hl'illf:""'an 11f ih< ct.!i.n;.u <>llCl". 
41 bp.'rimcnt .rid• •m:t:I&. .,w ..... and 
boidO>!un. <u CiwiJ;<'~1">UI biL ~ o;diu-
a1"6b-.omoJ Ji.,.J.;,..'S lltt~f<,,..imm.,...­
)n>O..:.l (>id<('JMl:'!Vn:l;"'li.~.,,;oo..,.. anJ 
Cfdina fur I mnni><hloi=tic cfi._-n ,.,,..,;J 
~;t,t111.'t:lllicf'l5l.d~ 11t11c!.1 lhc,~d:~..;Q, 
bl- 1hc nuj.., fo>Gl• <>(~=r~""k. 
42. {i,.,.-l"f,\t( l')'C}iRl,Yol' oor1 ~lioawr 
m;;<>ld 1n m::k )'"""~<" !oxi\li.;.~•Jld nu'"" 
~ ,..;,i.~rt1.-1;n.. ....... "',..orhf-u>.# ,.;.h 
Pbd. """"r.i J\Nlly rlw ...tiv ctdn.,, under 
iliohr.o~lid "'""" !h..>.ni.:rj.C'"J"fv:indloo.:"f 
ro:im..-yof th..-hild""l'tnaho.b.V.lmo.l!!......Jit 
... ui. ~-ti~"'°" hn...b in-'<•""' Ii.I fu.. 
tf1lm:loUl>1lo.·•·l"fu.'t. 
43. M~G'I ii ~•urn;i,t..a,.:i•n~ 11311» 
<:1'Pl'id•'-"~l f'1oo.bm11nut to 'ny kirid ,,( m>l;wp 
"l'{'lialiDn. ~bll)'ml~OIJf'~"'l'lh;uif 
}'.,'"' oot "'rating AA)' other n~ !Ji:t •till 
1n!ll ft)"""' .. lmdhln;::. ... -uriru= On !hr: 
mi...-.. Jan.l. l111ll}· ,.........., ~ ..,,.;w ;r..'2Y ""'1 
.. ..,,,. .. ..,. 1!>1> m.:d> """"""" 
44. t'.U.><t"°"'dl~llf'Mlngmn .....m ,,,.~.., 
ir-.a.""-""'h..·d>.ann'!ltf\o.1111< ~"''ill 
tl.J,,;.diip '" "T11.'"•"'"J IN! r.b:~"ill 
.•;>p:;0.rlwJ anJ •pil;«l. .r\l<1~ d1c lfc'.:n;liet Wl 
1.11"' onlr;,., oiu'1>"i.;,d11..:m.J u:=i. ~11 
nnbn.'>ll<tb....,. 
20.1:..,,_..,.;ru..;,,l"'"·-W:.:i,~·alii;hl 
b>i"<n·i"<r ·i1m."< •<> fui<r.U.,.,. ;i.,J <Ina'• 
n:rgcr10 ..,.,..,,,,u.,. !"""".ii.. ~
2t T.onnin;,l.oOan:llntti•dty.iio 
~<eih.,,•""'""'~~· 
Cillo. l.<.>tinoo raid •o b<f lon;ln' u U..,. 
"'"'™"mo"l'cbrK<t1trah:d ~M. 
Wl>im ~Prhiris 4 ~Minf: lo>.io."I. uk n 
'f~<D.'<·U.cl ..,...,.,,l>{;>t • tDnc. :'>ti.«· 
"'~ii in ~ih~nnkl<. 
22.;,,,,..;,-gc..cl;C,cl.i-h=f,1h· 
.jir~n."lk) lfdc'u<-•>lh1rAI 
'lli!l f\< .. clngp<...,,<>t~bc\.'Olo:l<h 
h«&U'it lhty- tit,.ftt .. nd"""·~ 
.\ppfyiUSJlih!wm~lvlio= 
23.1m,.ms!'i""'li< :ii-: ,,,..1 ... .i 
fur liM Wnc l~nn..n. TO!Minr. "f'tlll-. 
,;i<"t~tt~utrul.OOb.i..md""bng11:1. 
yoo~inl>ilf!,.rm>~ ... ~· 
own"~""' my,,,,J """"'ll\. 
24. ~ll arrL"'""! f<.rC11rm:0t>g 
bk-«h<>i~'t>!"~~ 
rmdaCl.\'i'hm~-r,.hol.! 
opi:ay 11,,z,lciu 1-=X.ind..-. U..:.1 
.ri~~· ~kiri. .\fld ·l"~J'.11<1: )"'"' 
Ji;iniJ~>•li>1>AAm,.ll'"'"-n~ 
25. 1 ... mi..,.,.:.1cg..,...,i""'i..!. ... i1:1-
•t:u1lp~1ir .. ~ T1mtll11;:"""''"'' 
<>fr<n 1br: '"''"' ..,.11ro1,...,.- !ho 
~1ounr....,Jl>cc::iu..c:!•1Uan~ 
i=r..-.fu•~:<>Ull:J;.l",.., .. s:n~ll 
•i.:.:omrn>Bt:u&lim;:,"f'I~·;,,-. 








6ll®ld l.iun h,.,.~tl.!'1f'i'l1 ~.., Wudinr ('Cl· 
'"'• 
• 2$.111\' Woll(..,, C)di.u.rs..Ju;..: Q( lwW 
·~•nd<:!<.~4tld~of-ihcoi:u•nd 
ci-d"sd'f>l.1r!mp<W13111 r>.ic.;,, chC "i'l'liQ,;.,,.. 
<>fc:;t.lr.J.~. 
29.l'JC .mJ,,.r io ..... 1ihh11:°io """')" i;>:>!ot. 
::rt..1~in1bcmart..1. ii.:"""' U<tl:n<"l 
ol•od..:o•~o;.4'.'fll"f rf~ J!ud.:!,r;· ~ frucu 
c01:il fll lU~ b!"" m~-.i>d pm\«> 
plum "''lh w>l<.l. '""1:1' and ~ ftwul 
"""' 30.Ttw l'.iaMw!' q'l: ol,,,&,wcr:ulilT..-.: fti,.n 
i<hi.'Ci .;h(ffun JO bi;ihi onJ b<>IJ IJ\oe,< d<>d 
fn.m vtl""'Y mm~ ID mny r=L Ere Ural-
""" ....Uh !;"Od<;Wli11 CUI.~ ,..,. k"'!i;·•= 
pcnod,Jliq Jo "'" t.lo, at>><'..,. ibb: -Jl'fh•· 1""'1 •TL-cl><..! fotW;i~L"f<'.1'i"'J. '"''"" •"""'1' r.,..,,,1r;,..,,..-p::n ol 1h~ 
~1:11."f <If di<' j:)<:.fQ ~-p-.:mf anJ .. ,""1.' I" 
~ b.me. l~fo~ bupnii,rllf'q'l'~"f. 
,,...,,.i~....w lto..1' iu mn! 1h~·.:.>l..r .n· q'l.i.. 
32.lf Y'"" h:i<.-bl= ~"'-l'"' .M.ilo.l u'IC' "!"' 
m.J.,,,,,. in f'"'trk. D""'i'<> doq> blu.:.t;t1) and 
•>n!i..1:.;vli>f\I. 
33.<m~f'l>t! d"""'"I""'"" ~ ......J~ih..,,. 
/01· hokl ~)- !rx11'>. ..... h:i.ul """~'ft'('!\ 
~i""'<m<: oh<...U t>S<:<1rtlutb..-. lnilf""<'t,. 
plum. fJll<j">lc, nnd fore\l 17<"-"" llOll bruwu 
"""" 
45. M • ..,.,..,.,,..,irtin r..uh>ia: 'JI""'"'*" 
tarn..,faNl ~~Mi= 
.1 .. JU!J l'M .. noJi:r. iW;i; .... c1ump. Pric.o 
<luc 11<n tdl !'"' anJ1l.irv; llbo~n ~ ...... ,. 
mo.nt:t will~ D~t<>n;tnDCV&• 
'~n 00 ~ ,_,..-...,J ~· O"}' (III 1J,.: m:ub:f, 
4 6. \\"UQ"·~J..J,k <n»Qr.i<: Tb: f!l\>l>km 
-'i1h """'r~ilubk tm>aO"a!I n. thot 
rh.yJo:">'t .,,...,.._, nff eo;.iy.1.-ilh "'"'"• o.-.m 
d .... V<,;htl:<r~l~tfltr-r:tl"<'gn"'I 
Ul""dtdi!r~lhllboild~ 
thid. b>h.,,. ..-iim..t dumi~ •Ir JhLnr. 
and lh:u enmc off .. uh~ <>&11;r....->!ublc 
""""' 47, \\"\ol"'Pf<">f """-'Cln." Th= can IA: 
prr.t>lc'1tl:llic.. ho.<::!~.., "1 omlu "' ....,,.n·~ 
1hiJ li"f"'""r ma"""' l•'llfrll!>I rullanJ 
Wlp: atnunJ d-... <!"'I=-Thi<~ lh<.-
•Wl 1nJ~Wh., 1<>/111,•it. U'ul-r-
i"'"'r _..,.,,,.,. lin..-1 ... ncani-i ...... 
lrur ... Nrin):U ~'<"ttJ'dlfc:in.ctt,...~ 
"'-""b<hl'< in. II"' !no>;: nm. /t1n1hndmi,-. 
lurl:i<dw mcM "~r m:m::u>•c:m 
lm:~~ J.,..n a.14 .. 'l>ar il..., a,.-,tJ fruon 
)"''~ •~iri ur 1.moU=u in )<IUI" JXWtu:ti1.1...: 
(ll' fou<whtil>11. l)o """ 1""11: d>e nbt.il<c 
<1f l11ini.;.,.,:.1hdl '''"kfl'""''' ""-""' ""'::u'• ,,...., 
eyes 
34,0nc.cmall l611icl<>Udi Dfb.~ by 
...palmo.~,.J)b.~Pl.hrii:lu: 
f""l'lonJ _,- f'shtF"; """""-
35. ()«, Wl1<• hi'l br<P.nt.,..,,,, d'l<IUIJ Uo!C c''I.' 
~h'r&""~ iu lnW>«; wppor. !,.;,.,.,.., ..,..i f.,,=t 
g::e<-oa,,J ~o·J.,.,. l!fr>li:><Mt'!n 
lm,,.ncu~,..~~J mi:mlr11.do<.~ . ...
36. c.t.m !OGut<ipllb_ ~-.! 
li:nrgtmll-...!b .. r'rikfr.l~;tddi:JJ,,,,11>e> 
P"""""'"!itf. (J....md Oil Im"!' b.ncd ~m."" fof 
•1V'~~ ..... ~ frt(:ill r,;unf °"'C!<.:.>1<'1".' 
37. E)·diro.-r, u-ba>. t.•u!l"Oml<llr, dwigt? ii• 
•rt>ttl!:Dll:t ... 1a!<l'te6Ull f'ullDl"l!l f<tl' d~'o 
h'lfu.-., It hl.Ur>.:iliz' bold 12.!0on 01;m;malt 
or he.- ucl11!.> b:n1t. IW!a<r 1111....r •l<T't- ln 




'""' ""'""' dn=i butn.~~m:.nd 
(Wlmi:.::. A 1,,,..J~pm>i', self "11'IJ'l'Dil'lf. 
~}tfu11:r tlw ~l.s w..-11 <n..,. the liJ i.. 1md~· 
ol~y ~ic•·.W..-.1 "'"""on.I iulw cuyll> fimL 
39.l( )<lli"-'""°"rn:iin=.Uf'I: (onm-u· 
tn1 '"'"""""l."'f"'~- rr!<"'"""' ,,, 
..,...,<full blid. la.~f;<' fota Jar in-.., 
-...tl=irb.'xk~ 1r,,,..i. ... ,,,...l<mr 
~lu._oo>Q:noctir.>c.ffn<-.tJ.:\hi,,i.~•:,-c­
~h>.d<"'" ..nJ""lllN rnU.ur bru<..'><-t •<><ku. 
""' "Pl'li<:u:im1.,..;u, ~If)...., fllltom!l' 
whm: ia llCl"'=I, d>ooS.: !ho r.fclilll'.f d1.a1 
1""1 r.nmpllmm-'> t<"'f'":>"O'.J.-><. 
48. 1:><1 '"" .......,. mbrd .,,...,..,, ... ,m .. 
bl"".pwpli:or pan iC.)Ull'.r~fora 
f"<>fC!<o<>..W il>:flimc k...L c.~ • ......i i= 
CD1 ""''"'-<Tf"-1:<)0."'•~Ql)ta) m:d<:}'"' 
lff""U'"'f"">tr· 
49, Jl;.• """"lu\ u;ih ma.•<&D 1b.t """"rtl 
J,.,i. t>f linndr ,.;ii '"" tl.y and ~l orn«tf 
d-~ ... ~ht ,£,,;: ~· t1-hid> Cl.'l ""'up =lii!lfi 
fm••""' lik~~""" 11<-forq•nu Wdfo 
l>.'-'"'~'"''lloddJ<,.ily-,.,>hauliJgt. .. 
il I Im mDGI lw>mc 
50.1:>...m><""'~~•m.• 
d,tli)· l.,.j,;:; ~ an.- II><> '6UIO>l1 l<> nn><n~· 
>ild loo ha..J "'' ~""' laiJin. U. foot ""iu--
rrowif m:iocnro un .o.:-tlrbn.'<lli off!.,,,,,. 
h•r.:,. •"ht cm:fi.dl ~"' thi. for a 
d.Q'a! lht{""~ 
SL u"'"" ~ tn"J+.n=-r• "':<'"" 
~'"""t..bdlf?..,=i:o~1.:> ... ea~ 
ttr:a"'1.d>e>tbp.nnr•~Gw~1,... 
b:•;t'-.nlla>l><l'wi:l=!.o:~~>Cn!l'-"'I 
52. l>-•no>l•....,,·"1..P! rn.t.f2':1;)""rl""l"'i; 
l>iill J....J. d1;ro,~'· N""P rnocm\Jti: ~. wl•il 




tr.ems 1h~i, the !ip<tlck .twutJ la.<( up l<1 
d,;htboun, uu!cs,< )"OU <1.re.c:uio!i f.<lmC· 
thing gt\~'} m ..,;i5• :n,;, n'><'JU\~ >"'.n s:..,,;.l:f 
......,., Ulf'tl<fnff,hu1il_cm!cd dtynnhr'--
54. J..ONG-\"VliAIUN<.i 
!J"2$ i1 ,.),.;._"1d i.t:IJ' I'll~ Wrfour.oi1 lu1n. 
hui mlf !lfo,n pii>li31>1J' fdi J'}'.'fo ba!;uiCc 
thi:..!1ym-:i;s, Juul: for Jo~"uiing rn-mu-
fu th2t :00 CU!:lui~iilg ,,,;_,or.~ Il:t Vj-
t:rmin fi..00.d.>e. 
55, l'R0!>,,"1-l 
mc::rui lh.11m..Lp1i:id "i!lti.. oh~ 
riJmrc-l'f)" ~nd inid~t. 
56.MATO( 
lll=u i! will IK!<'<J1i,,fulb11.1 "i"'i-
;iul!n&\ the r1ii,,'ln<'11l (bl 11.llll llQI). 
~)Jhi:; is Df1,il d.<0 
11.<li;in;.;fimn~ 
57.CRHAM 
mr&m- ihe frinm1fa e<>lll:linj.~igtlr 
,.~ nec::im!dillll."° roor'J""'''"''rbe: 
.,.. ~ bw th:: (ormub. tm.1~ m h<t fur 




,hr>u.!d IA' Jrno-••th anJ 
,_'UnzanJ U>-u.iUt, a111t::lin!o the llll>D~ 
~1sM<cV .. lll!litili 
and 11.luc.J.:,..,,...-.1', it \ll<<n'l l.l>l a• ~a· 
"-'""' mho:t !onrnd:1>. 
59. SA'l1N .,,51 !HER 
m.::im it .. -111 t...., lt~,,..:pmd run nf m<W<!Ufl.', 
bur ~m< !r1li< ,.f riWia11i....,, US1>:1!1y 
~~11~ uil Cfl>IM'll :nJ h.><Jb much 
dado"- in i1~1ubc11w! ii:..ifl unJ"" 
m:>l>th. 
60.0i~~C1>kit-ih:.1~)"'1""•lm 
I<")<' o:"-11bo NNDI C11.lo.-uf}~l:poL 
6t ~·mc<f.,m....,... lli [!iob, pcu!ll;ll 
and ""--it\l"' with l>tl!•;;e..,. pin!< 1tlllkTWm:>: ;r 
)UU h.-'l: &;ih1 h<iir•nd..t.-\n. 
62. Try '"'"°"ilnu mO.:. u-ith nd:ia Colon. Jj!;t-
ur.i:m<! '" d"'l' ('ink Cnrfigh: 1"~ ~tm 
63. Try :.i•r wlo...-ff }'"' ~ m.-di.Jzn.iitiW 
""' 64, 1()1-,µ h!IV1/d;lrl: !lin, 'll'<'1l'plP!ft, me or 
..k .. p .,....\ J;pM;d<. 
65.13r<,..Trl<l1 rnl<, f~1~...,J raMn 
c:Wm"11-wkt.;:,.1 fur,,(!.-;,linu......... 
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First I just want to let you know that at any time if something is too personal or 
uncomfortable, feel free not to answer. All of your answers are completely confidential, and 
will be used only for an academic research study. 
Would you say the media influences your body image perceptions? Yes 
In what ways? - When I watch Americas next top model the idea of the models that are 6'2 and 
100 pounds gets stuck in my head. I feel like I should look more like them. 
Does watching that type of show cause you to take any sort of action? - it inspires me too 
loose weight, when I lose weight I feel good about myself, unfortunately I usually just get 
depressed and end up eating more because I know that I'm never going to look like them 
anyway. 
Why do you think the media has been able to influence you? - I think it's because the girls 
are all the same. In TV., movies, never really any fat people, only in fat people roles. Well you 
know what I mean, fat people only play the fat person. 
Are you happy with your weight? - no, but I would be happy if I lost fifteen pounds. 
Do you have a boyfriend? Yes 
Is it a serious relationship? -yes, we have been together almost a year. 
Do you think the media has any effect on the way he thinks about your appearance? - I 
know he loves me for me, but yeah.( hesitation ) I think he sees the thin girls and their breast size 
and wishes I looked more like them. He always says he doesn't, but I feel like he lies about it. 
Do you ever feel uncomfortable when you are with your boyfriend, perhaps watching a TV 
commercial, or a scene from a movie when it shows a stereotypically thin and attractive 
model? - YES! Especially Victoria's secret commercials, those thin big busted half naked girls 
come on, and I see him look up. It's only for a second, like of we are doing homework he will 
look up to see the commercial, and I know it is just to look at the sexy girls. 
How does that make you feel? - Not good, even though he denies that he is looking at them, I 
know he is. It makes me feel like he wishes I looked more like that, and that makes me feel like 
crap. 
Has exposure to these TV. commercials ever caused anything to happen? - It has caused us 
to fight a few times, and it· has caused me to feel insecure. 
In your opinion would the average women's body image perception improve if the media 
changed the norm for models to a more accurate representation of the average woman? -
ummm I think so. 
Would It make any difference for you? - It would make me feel better, and probably more 
confident. You can only hear it so many times ''you're not fat" but if you saw people your size in 
magazines and on TV, If you saw it happen worldwide you would feel like everyone else. 
Well, that's all I have, Thanks Again for your Time, your answers have been very helpful 
NOTES: 
• Seems very insecure when talking about body image. 
• Could tell she was becoming upset when talking about her boyfriend. 
• She seems to be very emotionally effected by media 
• Seems to care a lot about looks. Is fixed up nicely with makeup and hair styling. Has 
jeans and a tee-shirt. 
Interview2 
First I just want to let you know that at any time if something is too personal or 
uncomfortable, feel free not to answer. All of your answers are completely confidential, and 
will be used only for an academic research study. 
Would you say the media influences your body image perceptions? - ummm not really ... 
maybe a little. 
In what ways is the media able to influence you? - Everyone you see on television is skinny, 
so consistency I suppose. Just seeing the same thing over and over can make it seem like it is 
true, kind oflike watching Americas Next Top Model, all those girls look the same- skinny. It's 
all you ever see it's what you expect as the norm and what people should look like. All they ever 
do are anorexia stories and who has lost a shit ton of weight. 
I realize you said that you weren't really influenced by the media, but do you think media 
images have ever caused you to take any sort of action? - um not really, I only crash diet 
before spring break, but I guess that's because all the girls you see on MTV spring break are thin, 
I didn't want to be the fat girl 
Why was it important to you to not be considered the fat girl? - Well it was my first year on 
spring break, and I wanted to fit in with everyone else. I was going with a group ofl guess more 
(makes air quotes with hands) "popular people" and I wanted people to pay attention to me too. I 
mean if you want me to relate that to the media I guess I think that because on TV the fat person 
is never the hot one, they are always the one that is funny, and I didn't really want to be thought 
of all week as the one that was funny. 
Are you currently happy with the way you look? - No, I have huge love handles. My pants 
don't really fit anymore, sometimes I'm afraid that when I bend over there is going to be a big 
ripping noise. I mean I don't want to look like a model or anything, I just want to be more in 
shape, but who has time to exercise. 
Are you currently in a relationship? No, I'm kind of in-between boyfriends right now. I've 
been on a few dates with guys, but nothing has turned out to be anything serious. 
Do you think that men are influenced by the images they see in the media, and that they are 
looking for that type of girl to date?-Hummm, honestly ..... I think guys will take whatever 
they can get. I do think though, that the girls who. have more confidence are the ones who usually 
end up with the guys, and the girls who are confident do look more like the model type. 
Do you think that the average woman's body image perception would change if the look of 
models changed? - Yeah, I thin the norm would switch to maybe a range of sizes that could 
incorporate everyone. 
Do you think it would make any change to you? I don't know, probably not but I look more at 
the people around me than the people on TV. 
Well, that's all I have, Thanks Again for your time, your answers have been very helpful 
NOTES 
• Doesn't seem to be concerned much with body image or looks. Isn't wearing any make-
up, her hair is pulled straight back. 
• She seem slightly affected by the media. 
lnterview3 
First I just want to let you know that at any time if something is too personal or 
uncomfortable, feel free not to answer. All of your answers are completely confidential, and 
will be used only for an academic research study. 
Do You Think your Body Image Perceptions are influenced by Media? - Umm Yeah I 
guess. 
In what ways, or how? - It sets my standards, on how to dress, how to look, and what to weigh. 
Do you ever take any actions to more adhere to the media stereotype?- Yeah, sometimes I 
get really depressed. I just feel so fat. At the end of last semester I decided to lose weight, I was 
eating around 500 calories a day, and going to the wellness center. On a good day I could run 
about three miles, but everything was different every day, and when I moved home for the 
summer I wasn't able to keep up dieting as much., I have lost '5 pounds though. 
How do you think the media is able to influence you? - Well whenever I watch TV anyone 
who is my size is considered fat or plus sized, and I just get sick of feeling like that. 
Are you currently happy with your weight after your recent loss? - No, I am still dieting. 
How much more are you going to try to loose? - Ah man, I don't know, till I'm not fat 
anymore I guess. I'm fat, I live a fat lifestyle, and it makes me fat. I just want to look like 
everyone else. I don't want to have to worry so much about weight and food. 
Are you currently in a relationship? - Nope, I would like to be though, but what hott guy is 
gonna want to date the fat girl? 
Do you think men are influenced about what women should look like by the media? -
Y eab, guys want a trophy; they want something to show off. I think guys are more loyal to girls 
who are beautiful and thin than they are to girls like me. I mean if I looked like a freaking model 
I'm sure I wouldn't have the relationship problems that I do. 
Do you think the average woman's body image perception would improve if the Media 
standard was to change, and become something more reflective of an average woman? -
Yeah I think that it could, it would just take a really long time because that image is already 
burned into everyone's minds, and if the media changed, people will just think it is to try and 
make them feel better. But if the new images really stuck around, then people would eventually 
begin to change their thoughts and be able to feel better. 
Would a change do anything for you? - Nah man, I just need to lose some more weight. I 
always feel so gross after watching a tv show with skinny pretty girls, it makes me want to go 
throw up whatever I've eaten that day ... I feel so guilty. 
Do you ever make yourself throw up? Yes, but! don't think I'm bulimic; I only do it if I have 
eaten too much, not like every meal or anything. If I have pigged out or something, not like after 
every meal or anything. 
Well, that's all I have, Thanks Again for your time, your answers have been very helpful. 
NOTES 
• Has very very low self esteem 
• Seems very influenced by media 
• Her diet may have been bordering on an eating disorder, perhaps exercise bulimia 
• Looks like she puts a lot of time into her appearance, a lot of makeup, hair is styled, 
dressed very "trendy" 
This information you provide in this surJey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular b;isis? 
C::Ovno 
2. What do you like about them? 
3. What do you dislike aboutthem? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about !Jody Image? Jf so please specify. 
VLO 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
Tue ihc.,t tkt 31vls iVheJ look'/;)(~ S~roftf;V\S 
O V- U>V\-s,'J-er eel b~aLA~i'u I' 
6. Whatthings make you have positive feelings ;;bout your body image? 
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V->n.en. ptop e Sey Curves C\re.n 
7. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
f. c'Y ~J t-tA1 ~J 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive bvdy image what would you leave out? 
ne3u-4~v-c OU~ \col<s Or\ c)~rferert~ bJy f--t;ft75 
10. W!iatfactors do you think make a magazine more m;irket<ible' 
}Jew 5iyle cin.J Mer\. ~ 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the spam below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
lbsmo 
c}nQ( l~ ~((,\/( 
2. What do you like about them? 
Tu a.(trdes t ~ Q\c\\J(e.) 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify. 
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5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
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6. Whatthings make you have positive feelings abm1t your body image? 
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7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
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8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
~.S\J~r 0\UY\ 1 t:M1.e~-tDuc:he..J_ rnodJ.fs 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
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10. Whatfactors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
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11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the neation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answe1er as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
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6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
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8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
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9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
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Please use the space below to prnvide any additional comments or ;uggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regul<ir basis? 
CJB'Y10, us~( Ot\ 
2. What do you like about them? 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
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6. What things make you have positive feelings about your bodv image? 
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7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
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10. What factors do you think make a magazine more rnarkEtable? 
lL Would you be intErested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or svggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will prnmote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
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2. What do you like about them? 
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6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
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10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
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11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, bllt rather used evetyday people? 
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Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or wggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
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4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify. 
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5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
Y(k 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not t1se models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
1f1A 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the aeation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you re;oid on a regular basis? 
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Please use the spa CE below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide th€ creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper wil1 be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
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Please use the space below to provide ar.y additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this sur,ey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
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Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions, 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
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possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
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~l Jl(llQ. d. °'--m o)'\...'\:-6'(-' 6+ ~r~ccet'\_-l ~ds ~ 
7. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
8. Jfyou were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
d L"--+tl.rurtin j Q..A..--\-) C (.Q S,.,. 
·\?'U-~ JJ ,· (_ ~/ 
10. W1'atfactors do you think make a magazif'e more mari<et<ible? 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please me the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the ueation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body im3ge. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
4.Do they everv influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify. 
At-w~ . -r ~OM ~mo fiµes -r ~ J._ 
t013 l'l I \oo "lc2d ~ h'.'r 1 bu± 1 cbsn\-
--\h 1/\t cbw-n on Wl\~ \-V. 
5. ~l~~~akTL<~ ne~~,g ~\~ ~r b°h)~gC~ °6 ~-\e C0J'd 
3~o.u ~Uri u~~a-oi~ ~ µoJnto J(N) +u 
~1u l ~d ~ ~ +b +I\_() ~~t'Yl. 
YxJ\l I~~~-
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
T 4e_e~ ~ o_/O -tho ~ I 
~ cbr\t \\YLe Q;.\l.e ~­
J cJsl) ~eJ po31{-\ iJf ~ Y WOrJlO(tl t. 
8. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
-- ~V\\Oh 
- o~cr utc-e 
9 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
rop~/\J ftwYl~ e ~ 
l,f COfLLGnq[ QuJ--. 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not t1se models, but rather used everyday people? 
CxJ~ wrru . J: .J ~ u_ -tJ SQ.Q ~ ~(){X'a0 
Qv\ ~d.Llo I bJf ~ ~00-Q ~dw-J 
?rl ow mou rv_~ 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This 1nformat1on you provide in this survey vv1ll be used to help guide the creation ot a 
'vVomen:s magazine \.Vhich 'A'iii promote positive body image. Piease ans\verer as 
honestly and cornp!eteiy as p6ss!ble. if you need n1ore space for vvritlng additlor!al paper 
\.vill be provided for you 
·J. VVhat fashion or '..Vernen's magazines do you read en a regular basis? 
C~rn9i~,Cru-rne GML 
( ~ Q.U ~ q -tQ.Qre..~ ! ) 
2. \/Vhat do vou like about them? 
c.Q ~ ,L_go.-1£.., oJ -\'h.JL rU.J..V ai LA.-p cern in~ 
;~'.'ct fuOA.JQ.Qj~~~4-
9'.\... h 9-?t . 
3. VVhat do vou dislike about them? 
S~ct~~~~ 
~ DJ..L ~c~ ~o-n--i rn~ te-
lt-.~. 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. , 
y_u.,M--ti~. dLOA-n c~~~~ 
rn~ bGdc.a. -1-~ ..-J1.-....Lh'l~ 'f'Q..vf-, ~~ rv:o~~ 
oen.,t ~ ~ ~ ()..1-JLS--~ w~ -~  tc:> 
.LQ-9'1L ().A~ ~+!9-<- '"d-~ ., '
5 VVhat th1nas make vou have neaative feelina about vour bodv 1maae? . .... ~ .... .... ~ ~ -
G ~ 'w-he- CM....L. ~ -fh0-1""\. c.JI._ a..r.---. I C-Ot-Y1 ~a.,iri -
in~ OJ;G-t.A...;t b..t...th'ij- -{-Q...;t. 11-u. T©¥:i h-1~ ~~ 
h'I~ ~ -fu.1- ~--1--ho...rv-~Q.A_., Oh~ 
-k~a_~, 
6. What things make you have pos1t1ve feelings about your body image? 
Kn01..>-) ih ~ -n---o...:t-~ ~ M lJ--J-""'I C.~&t-;t QJ..,.e_o_ wd::..L 
Q..;t- -hn-u1:0. 
7. If you vvere making a women's magazine to promote positive body image vvhat vvould 
vou include? 
- U. wGu-W ~ ~· ~ ~ 6WJ 
~ b9d11  ~ 0-iJ.. t~ @4.- u-?~· 
~ ~Q~G.Aytl'\.Q. w~ b..e. ~ Q LJ.4 -~ ~-.d .,, ta 
8. If you vvere making a women's magazina to pron1ote positive body image vvhat vvould n . Q 
you !eave out? .A QAJ> h o 
~ w~~~ ·~o....~ ~~ 
-~~-- ~ ~ LA..VI~~~ +. 
m~. o.. w~ ~ ~ ,.A-R-Q...Q.. .-fo.L,Y''t 
~~ -~ c~~ 
9. \t'Vhat things d~ you look for iii a magazine? ljeU-L 
C9"t~ C~ lha-:=t~ q_ <:.C>~) bEd4 
-p~"'t~~ 
l{_Q.Q'2( i h~ . 
10. \r.Jhat factors do you tritnk make a magazine more marketable? 
1-t~ /µOJ. w~ 
Q..e,Q.J_~ 
K.ea.Q o.e..~ In~  
11. V'Jouid you be interested in a magazine tnat did not use modeis. but rather used 
everyday pecpie? 
YW f I ---
Please use the space beiovv to provide any additional corr1rr1ents or suggestions. 
Qmi ~ Wid-b r~n?' ) 
s~ ~ ~~ c~ ILW-d 
h'u.,1 . . } 
· <J WW r n '&' - ~o\/{_ ir-- <\)Jkf:-
1 
~l,LL~ 
~.e6ew! .i\poq Jno:\ inoqe sBu11ee~ 9.''.!l!Sod 9!\et: no . \ e)iew sBu!L!l !EW,'\/\ ·9 
''1'::\ ~l :,-:>O\ o+ ~N 4-...1'.:>r-'l _,i~9-,l\J 1''-'\:f J:. 
.+"~-\- 't:\~G'<\Jl ~uv:~'S ~l~•J.ti<or :P <;-;01 <>J'O 4'~ ·+'Oyrw1i-..-.11:1s;-
•"!_,_..rs .,:) )1 ·I ;o• 't,\ 
sch+ Rr·(I~ dbl t VO'.\..\ s~ 
i)YJ~Cf\ 
Jno\AJ'O I 'O 
V--2.l: I <:Y.:lo.,,".I ,.OJ 
·no • .\ JO~ pep!AO.id eq ll!·"'.i\ 
J&ded 1e•)on~ppe Bunptv".. JGJ a::1;;d.; ;;,ioLu paau no,~ Ji · a1qp;sod se ·~!-3i~idtuo:J pue ,~ns;;uoq 
SB JGJ8111w111SUB QSB8!d 'G5Ctu! .~pcq a,",!fJSOd aiowoJd li!1"t. t.J~!t.jA\ aurze6Bw S,UGWO/'.•, 
e ;o uo1ieeJ'J ewi ep1nB d1et.1 Ol pesn eq H!Al\ .i\e!'Jns S!LU u1·epp\0Jd no . \ uo1::,ewJo~u1 SJLtJ~ 
you include? 
8. If you vi1eie maKing a vvomen's magazine to piomote positrve body image vvhat vvould 
you ieave out? 
9. 'v'Vt'1at tt""1ings dG you look foi in a magazine? 
+'la"-. ,- •'I 
10. V\/hat factors do you think make a magazine n1ore marketable? 
(.O\oV 
11. V\/ould you be inteiested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used 
ever;day people? 
Y.e.s 1 
Please use the space belovv to provide any add1tiona: comments or suggestions. 
JJ\DMYQOUY\ )-YOW- \J.\ cs-a \P'O\ 
p:un0\:1 \\vlJ. ~ \\-0 '--'\-\-\1\t\ ppo ,+.tJ-,(\.-
le6ew1 fi.poq Jno:\ lnoqe s6!..!!Jee~ e/\.~l!S6d eAEU no.~ 9)fBW sBU!Lll let:;\J\ ·g 
, 5Cl 1o1 +so 1 -l91 r 'OVvl u 01 
.)ir'JU!u+ hpWJrO ")}O\JYVl. O\,l\M oXjOaj ~~\JJYJ 1S-\-) 
~IoO'dfO) +YICOID A Io+-~ 1 l IDDvU jOSAJJ'()J u~ -
.~e6ew1 .~poq Jno:\ 1noqe 6u11ee; e.".!ler:v _e;".BLI noA e)few s6u1i.:11euN~ ·4; 
O!n+S U \_ ?1 'O W\..M 
~OU-PD '?-J..\- .A~ 0-\' 23W.<:. '")8-0'Cd~ 'O '70-
. O+ paou. \ '::\ U~L\-1.--~ ~'OJJ ~ r ~h--
·.~j!:::ieds esee1d os i1 ,~e6ew1 .i...po8 1noqe seep! ..1no.i... eouen:;u! AJeAe Aeu1 oa·t-
O;doctl 
u 4-' ICXIQwsoJ . ' 
(t.0.~ .10~ pepi.".O.!d eq Ill·"·"'· 
.1edc:d JBUO!iiPPB Bunp.tv"1 .!OJ a:.eds eJOlU paau no1~ ii ·a1qp;sod sa ,,i.;Jajdtuo::i pue 1~nsauotj 
s2 JaJa.·.'\sue aseo10 ·a5BWJ ,~pcq a,'\!lJSOd atcwoJd !i!,.,.· 4~!4tv'I au12e5ew s.uawo.I!:. 
e jO uo!1eeJ':) e41 ep!nB diet: 01 pesn eq nJN'. Aeluns s1t.11 u~ ep!1\0Jd noA uo11ewJo~U! S!lll 
you include? , 
-peopl.Q ~ V\JfO( ffill s;wsJ.om cvmts 
-f\r\ot l CIJ t <2fW on eve~ ()(\Q_, 
8. lf you v.;ere making a vvomen's magazine to promote positive body image vvhat vvould 
you ieave out? 
• 
- d\et--nos 
9. 'v'Vhat tt"rings do you look for in a magazine? 
-cute Cl~.S 
- f'O\Y' ~\.QS 
_., CQ:O\ <YU t,Q_,-up 
10. V\that factors do you thinK make a magazine more marketable? 
- qrlg~ co1or:s 
-1n-+e.xe~1rg Qr-t1cJ~S 
-+as nYl -+t OS 
11. V\fouid you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used 
ever;day pecp!e? 
-~ 
Please use the space belovv to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the neation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
fi~OS 
2. What do you like about them? 
Qi[\fQ0 ~ -Mp'.) oJD'.:,0l± m_~'B 
3. \Vhat do you dislike about them? 
~ w<ai~ ~ Joes;o'Q -W\kZ_ 
()J\_Q CA ~z.e L 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please soecify. 
~~ 





5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
--t\{)J) ~~ CJUl Q.QQ.. \\ .!fk CL0d 
'r@JL}&l~ 
eed V!ea__t-Hr/~ 
(~e_ we c'e;u± 
~1:, ~ 
~ 0;\JL ? (DI['(\(,+-\~ {Y\()(.Q. el( e. (( -iG'C' 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive bodv image what would you include? 
WD'/\t\Q_ \1 cP Q\\ o \i f'.J..P ere__rci ~1 z.e s 
8. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you !eave out? 
C&Q ()I 2 e ---rwo ?)ti \S 
9. What things do you iook for in a magazine? 
C1ccd +1\)3 1 t:xeJc.i~e \C\eQS 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
1e3 ~ 
Please use the spaC!O' below to provide ar.y additior.al comments or svggesrlons. 
G ~07f' ~ vbf\ J; 
<j-1n \\ -KlS: 
This information you provide in this survev will be used to help guide the ueation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper wi!J be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
'3t\ltn.\-e,e...v1, C,o.smDCo\;-\o_n (\ \e., 
1 I 
2. What do you like about them? 
1\\e_ f\{lA) .\-'ct_~ f\\\)ll , •/\\(',\._(_ -L.,1_~ -hrs I (}_'( .\-\c_\.e:S \ 
0J\c\ ~t\(\arit\ ~DSS.\\)· 
3. What do you dislil<e about them? 
l-IDLD +he_ LuD1-rLLn ; ,, \\Q rra.~o,Z.tru.s don-\- \aal(.CtV\_l-.\~-~1 1 l''"\3 
\\\ll (}.\'\\.\ t;\'~u_v- 1...\.JDf\\...L";. \\,.c_ .S\'..E_\1. A \so,\ be.\1tve.-.J-i'1-e_1re.., 
-A (\ f_ t. d S -1:-o \)-L '('C\ l.)'f "- () \' -n C \-e..s Q .. \:;c,:L \.-\. "'OS ~h V e.. \.A..10rY\..tf"\ • 
lJ4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. I 
'les, 'o.J: __ co__L1.s.c_. \ ltiol CJ:?,· .._\h()Se.. v,fj1\'\.LX1 O.\'"\cl .,\={'.e.\ ~\-\1.cd-
\ 
. j_. \ , • I 
. \\t.Cd -uJ \'.j)\_ --".l(\Q:\- Q..C f-\(l\'{) ~'-)0.-~ \/\ D'ic\C'r '{:D 
\-.et.\ \,\~ (} '( {_Q. \ \.A.il\\\\Cl..(\. 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
lrL\1Y1~ CJV\ l\1-e_ S<'..llRL ~l~0c\ (){. c.,\ei~\r'\~S. -4-ho..1' tsee l.,\)tlrv,.J~_n. 
Wf_O_'( \\('I 't'\u \\\D.~Qlli'\..L O.t""\e:\ se_~tl"\C) cl-~-4' .""h€Lf c:lon·f 
\ 00 L (\S lj'f ( cd Ov l n \..)__ u ~ .J J1lQ) .. .-j c..~ l d D ( ·i +!'1.0cf· 111/l oe:/ e I. 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
LU""er, ~lr\e- l\\Cl~QC. \ru._J do c.e..14-a ~ n s.\ories o 11 LL:ho_t Luocts 
VI t \ \ .\;ov '-) Ol.l '< bDJ LI -+ L/ pe. I Pee I / 1 K-t 4--Jrie L/ rea / 1 z_ e. .lna. + 
l\Df -f.Vll"cj L.UD1'il6.h 1::; 0 SIU 0, 
7. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
~' .\-1.C,\€ ::i o.loou:.::\ ?DS1-'l.\\J€. ~~\lQ..iA ,.\o.3(\1on ~ov a.CC 
\cct\cl -*j?t:S, OJ-1d C to.ll1u .__\.·\'-ta_ J.- O r.e11 i 50 {,xfer01 ii .e. 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image whatwouid you leave out? 
. -
St\ n \I~\ "' \X\ e \s: ) ex\)e 'l\S \ \j e c ,D+t,.,; 1 '{\_J 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
to..s\'\iruft \deCLs:) ~~ -~ -\\?.S \01~<c...u..::, 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
~f.. \tbY 1-\.c\ COVE.'f ~\\lc::cG. \~, oci~ht- coiei'( s, 
\{\le\ es\- 11 \c~ 0\ +1.c\J.S 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use mo\lels, but rother used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or svggestions. 
This information you provide in this sur.,ey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazim~ which will promote positive body image. Ple<ise answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
2. What do you like about them? 
1 'n° 51Lt_ ,,C'\\D 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify. 
\)e> 1 e..\l~1':) c.~),\\ .5 bod~ 
~( \ ~C\\'J 
5. What things make you have negative feeling abolft your body image? 
l \~ vJ t j ~l\t Ji cl ?\ 0 n~oleJ tx'Jd y ,. ll1aye ~ 
6. What thin.gs make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
7. lf you were making a women's magazine lo promote positive bodv image what would you include? 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
1'1\;_ , [\ ~ e \-\""~ r1 o", J.e. a c 1 ot n ~tl~ , ~ ~ , 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more nrnrketable? 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the neation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Plea.se answerer a5 honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
l. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
·~ 
2. What do you like about them? 
\Y'u.v~ ~ ~'l:lv'-'?c 
~'-'~~'--0va 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
~ 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. 
~ ~ jl,,Q. ~ ~~-
Vi ~'--'21 
t~~~~ 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
~ ~I'\ \..A...QQ._o{ 
LL 
~ pho-t,o ~~/ 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
oJJ- ~ ~~"to N--· \ruJyJ ~L-. 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 




11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but r;;ther used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the aeation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
2. What do you like about them? 
\~\.~ ~. 
~{)~ 
s\:dt~~~isl~i~1-~- \j~3\Jl) Q1L~ S'f\~~ ~{ YQ.nf\v 
f''\~1 CC: \\M ~\m.\t~ Y\\'11 Sti~ 
4.Do they everv influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify. 
~ 1 ~ ~ ~\Q ~Ut \LU ·Y'A(j pD~ /) S'O 
{ax~~~~ 
5-make you have negati~e .feeling about your body image? 
N\\-h(\~ ~vs StiF\Y\j 3~dr 
6. What things make you have positive feelings 3bout your body image? 
.f\A\\ j•l'H._ \iJ\)Y'MY\ (V\ yV\QJ,(Q. 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positiv!' body image what would you leave out? 
~~ ~ ~ GlM S1Ll Y\ ~ b:il\L 
\-{~\0 ~ \u)l,{ ~~~T- oJ\::\(.\ .. ey 
9. What things do;,iou look for in a magazine? 
~V\~'f\ \ f<\G\LQ,- 0-p 1\rs for ~ bJotc1- /e'ooJ::-
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
~~~ tlJ \fa (dJ_ ~et\~ ~(l)~h. budj I vvuieJt-
~ ~~u 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use n<odels, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the spae» beiow to provide any additional comments or svggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be pro\!ided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular b~sis? Cb~YV\0 
2.Whatdoyoulikeaboutthem? Jiu ~ 
1 
p'i~, Q.A-/ic)CS, 
3. What do you dislike about them? o.d,o 
6. What things make vou have positive fee!ings about your body ifnage? 
7. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
no 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
onlOilf.{\C -[wllt"rlj f to.QI ncJlcP ?'1ctu;Jo tfJ }ilueiQ},~ 
I cLlV!-- pi 1 l oJ;£s 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not t1se models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional commems or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for voc: 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
COStv\() 
'!::19!~ J;~~S~!~ ~ff~'~~!"'( I \.<\Ct\' 
I "Ii(). 
5. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
trl~'\dS t faM t \~ 
7. if you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
Wt\~S~\rre\p Kee11 .,f\ ~ape and 
~~·\\Jt 'NO\./S ro ice'( Q+ M ~ i:tJd l/. 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
Super SV..\nf\~ tv\Od~ls 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did r.ot use models, but rather used everyday people? 
ye6, bU+ otlroeHveMS ~,) \it\~l 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positi>.t€ body imag€. Ple<is€ answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be prov.ide<l for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
C/1 arnou r--
uf,mDp o li+o.r, 
2. What do you like about them? 
- Av4 tcltS Qloqu-+ vvo\'Vlen 
- mec\'.'.-Wr lt~..S 
~ 2x.--c:irc.t~ Tvfo 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
-rco rn0-riy Ad~ I. 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. 
Some_whCL+. lot-.s, o~ ~~nn y 8\Y-\-S, 
5. What things make you have negative foeling aboLrt your body image? 
6. VVhatthings make you have positive feeiings abcvt your body iinage? 
When --X: Cjo in u..s.+-ove. QM q_[ L +h.Q.. s (2.e.S 
-+hll+ o,re_ !-e+:+ u_r -e_ 2- '~ + O '~ ~ecaJ.\$Q__ 
VY\.6~--\- (-C:.QL p-eDple... a.ven-+ -+~+- ~ma l 1 . 
7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body imag€ what would you include? 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
160\\~ ) l) \1 Df_G\ \-\-\n ~ \oo~~ uJ omrn 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
- Avii·c\-eb +hCl~ ure_ in+tr-es+l·nq. 
- -Av~ lCk3 --\o ne_ \ p b~-\--kr- yo'Dv ~eQl{h 
10. What facto:: yo~~~ !:~a :nagazine more~rQ~? (-\ I~ 
---- ,Arr-e.aJ 1 n_~ Ads 
Ay-\--,·cl e_~ +~w ~o.ir-+D peCf'C.e 
~QL\ °'-9e~. 
-
11. Vl/ould you be interested in a magazin~hat did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possib!e. lfyou need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you . 
. 1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
Us V\f w~ I Pe.opt 1 (oSW)o 
2. What do you like about them? 
:I /du.~ WLPvitL{ r1u ct.Joss;p. 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify. 
~ Q.S 1 .1 + 0. \ liV ou..rs ~kv- V\llL WClVl +- r/-o I OD~ 1,v ~ h ;--,. 
5. What things make you have neg<itive feeling about your body image? 
~~ n·nu vJ10 a.YL sfic.M../ iV1~n) Qc,vie 
6. What things make you have positive feelir.gs about your body image? 
7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would ymi include? 
)1C.-%Y'.t& o-t v.uJ \MJY}r)e.¥1
1 
'f'W s+w1a ~ lt'Vlf{U;/-
.N~ dJU,{ V\IOV\l\{JI) s I SSV .es I A+vi-e.1'0/ ke.JJL/f'v\. +,rs 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
\'V\odds ~ ~ ioo +vl~'V' 1 Y)'llVllvvi/t~ ~1~~ 
9. Whatthings do you look for in a magazine? 
' ~ --h'Ps., ~(.!>' -h.\°"'>1 r1u 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
PvP !.. aJ, I y (y_}i).-vrfl e3 OvWJI iVl l V). PIP / -
[cl sow!. 
11. Would you be interested 'in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
2. What do you like about them? 
Th~ ~Vlff 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
The Mi\! (0¥1~ O(qc/S 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. 
No 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
hean·n4 'a~OV~ di'e~'rjl ah~ ~~'VV ~OU fhouJJ /OO~fl// 
~ tivYlf. . 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
\N\r\eYl 
(\fl ~ 
\ See 'f trJ l \[VOfVJen (VJ 'iW !Mrdrdi PIJYfmVt'4 
fV~'t-i Vf VV?l ~ 
7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
\f\J~\Men V\l\~O ~lV{ \leaf. H~ _ ~torfer. '\'Vu~ Ir 'rl )Dt 
~ort tv peop11 Hna11 JUrr #Lt (/\J(j~ tviaf m~1001~: 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
~fS 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
8. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
Df ttin~ ftr75, b11 ftiin ~ sui' r ~ar. 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
~)1r)IOVI 
10. Vi/hat factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
the~ ~rwn J to ~11 \m)men not JVrf { er:N1~ 
d\t m oqr a rn,. r r. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. !f you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's maga<ines do you read on a regul;ir basis? 
Coshlo 
2. What do you like about them? 
lht adv~eyy1.1J1.ts and a/2.hcJes -Hral I can f<.e,/afe fi 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
1 o{Js~(~ {!;Ll olt's5u~tivt~lj sk(\!U10 V}1odtlt: 
4.Do they every influence your ideas abou~ Body Image' If so please specify. . . 
~€$, w mtlt{az,,rVuS VUl+-h WDVl1..CYI -tV1tiJ aa 3h'c~ Sf41AJ1 !1. 
yYttel!e 
'~mi'' JD~~ "i~K 't•~t"'d"SUm'iYwdd .... fill rnr.dJJr,. 1·"-
~ ~crz,( nl'.S: I UD\S 001>cl i VI- f V\,j+fll L ~ ' V1 s lt\JmslA,[ + diets! 
~otqi:- ~1:flw1 ~ AAr'tiooHtwes1>w i,y_duJR · 
, Wh•~'"~ ,~, ~;,',~~ .l'.~,J :00~ •m.,,?iJ4jmN~~ ~ lr1 
W\tt£\'\, I &.£_ {VwJ-- I Mut CU\Q..Vl'._s,) fDY2-~ R.Q_~Y\ 
e,B, \f\..O Lo\l\G\CT2- CODI +o ~ W\2-Ve~ ~ I Ll~ vvJV\.Q... 
iAYlcl \fs whl(t mo..14s YYl.t lco\l Li¥f ?l lr\!DVVIM tli-ntlf. 11ot Vt 
. lt2- o'(l 11.. -~uw.- o1d. 
7. If you we~ making a women's magazine lo promote positive body image what would you include? 
~I u·k WbVYlllU'l Wi+n ~tLl cu~ve~; ND Clt'12b12Usn . 
r;~. cta.ndtc; !/JODVl~ W>mµt? ~jll.S VV1th -fV1i vruclt V\ 
CitY\o\ \\;ocly \ vYlAf1t I l\;Vld tit U1 vig. 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
&14rW'-~ IS-tit~ mocteJs, \AklO ()JWtlt- iz-UUl<;;,tic:- - doYL't 
even pu~ tVUfY\. en etc\ ve1dl·~ewtlh-is.. -1' d ·pDW-bl~ 
~l~ve, ovJ- d 1'eti~ Loleas J -t1ws~j Li1Sr mate 0Du Pe.U 
' ~()1,i nu a OL ctttr Mtf oo~ 0 vt ~au w~ h~· 9. What things do you look for in a magazine 7 
12-fl 8VtlVlt Gtl2-ticl e£,; Cilflh~ ttd VeietielVM..QAI\.:~ 
1 
ti!dVJce Dn 
lcvt) ff2.imttshcp) 0Y1cl aah·neJ· 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
·rhis information vou DiOVide iii this survev Vi.iii! be used to helo auide the cieat1orr of a 
,i • " .... 
v.:omen's magazine \rVhich vviii promote positive body imnge. Piease ansv·:erer as 
hone.;;th.; ;:;.pd corqr.l.:.te:,, ;:;..;;; n;l.:::.-.sih:A lf ·,;;');I ne,,a' ··11•'fO::. .::n~r-A fn1- •n;ri-lit-111 ,:;.a·'a1 iti.1n~: (1~p.01· .•.. .... ~.} .... ..... . r-· .... ~ ., ........ ,..._. .... ·-· ....... j ........ • • .... • ...... -r----- ........ ·~· •:;:, .... . ....... ·--· J"""'" ..... 
vvill be provided for you. 
1. 'vVhat fashion er \.".'crnen's magazines de you reod on a regular basis? 
·1:::i. \ 
~
2. \lVhat do you like about them? 
3. VVhat do you dislike about them? 
( ftt '?.-'1 
51.::-;,.., ,,, I 
s·f.r ;.: ,, '.:;! 
/t'e 
c)Uff'/t S f~,v 
ppl ,,, sfu~ 
4.Do they s::::~:J~ y;~de::~ s:~ma{~~: pli~~~~pec~~--zc} 1~ /!; 
Ot 1..--,J '{\Oi ,'V-o,' ~I u:· Lk)OYl\e. Ii' qire OPI l~ S'}\gvv.·----~ u.Jkn. 
\.\ .Q~-t1e._ .... ,1') ,, .s-us~es~~! C(~ '*-'~ c({_~ vu+ "FW ~-1..,G.e. ec,11·~'fi-..,t 
ll;-~nat Y,~~~a~~0fou fa~j:~elati~~~~;g ~~ yo+;·~d~~~g~:5vffS / c~~'3 ~~~~0:) 
a.P k((_ 11-.f.-~ ..J 
..ri-c-, V~>1f'd) /'\ 0-u.>, 
I if<. L/ (fl) 
e:qJ-eJ-s 
t?, v~ tl.,u_)- '1c1 v{., l"t' 
ofke r,_,,, "?-e 
1 
6. Vvnat things make you hcrve positive feelings about your body 1maga? 
. ·-you :eave out t 
9. V'v'hat things do you look tor in a magazine? 
.5oc.i<'!'-h-/ i ir'4:~ .v.e. fu ( oei l'-
L. I ,+e' 
ft;>f' ~l<tt.; + £:e t,P t /\,1-))\ Qv-eli\.~lj- >h~-k:5• '-t: \ 
j\o t- v'Ut,llt, -l\JJ.n.'\$ ~ .w,. .. pJiour ·z.e. c. 
J -rt'"""-~ t ~'"\.. tic.ft; "'l. llb 0 /. • 
10. \rv'hat factors do you think make a nidgazine more marketable? 
.--- ~ peC>pk. b'ot ~ ~ 's. p Gy.'I. l 0 u· , ~ . 
- h eo,.e) t1· /\..es 
i 1. VVouid you be interested in a magazine that did not use moeieis: but rather used 
everydzy pee pie? 
'-jep. JC1;fVle C&r+is ~P'-cr-d r0 J\AfJ...lR...I 
\.)if(Y"Ut- l',~c~vJ'-1 l'"- '1, ~ r e.ver-:ff3Y).(I, 
IA..l'('.'.IN+ [,\ \'f Sh 1<+,_ _ r+?) JuS4 \~Ii~ 1- ti._r-evyr,µV<_ 
Please use th;~~~fe~1., to~o~;d~ ~~--~;t;o~ co~~e~~~(o; ~~;~n:.f / N'·f>er~J, 0"' 
·rnis information you piOVide in this survey vviil be used to help guide the creation ot a 
lf.Jcmen!s magaz:ne i.vhich 'wVHi promote positive body image. Please (Jns'wverer as 
honestly and CO!T?p!ete!y as possible. If you need rnore space for \iVritlng addlUonai paper 
V"v'ill be provided foi you 
2. \t\/hat do vou liKe about them? l 
1~rr:1 v·1 q (\)fJOl) t t ,f\() 
Ct'ff '<Jt''( I+ If; 
3. V'\i't",at do vou dtSiike about them? 
SK 1. y·i ;'1 "-/ °&Ii LVl0\ 
4.Do thev every infH.H::nca vour ideas about 8odv lmaae? if so o:ease soecifv. 
t~-1 1 tun +c, be ClftYc1C-t/ ilf vJov i'icile tD toox· 
l\'U f~\QJVI 
6. VVhat thlnas make vou nave oos1tive teeiu1as about vour bodv imaae? 
w~y)- \2oq0leti .StZQ Cj1' (IS oY--{ 1~'1 t'lw Vnft>/'/o, 
v 
7. !f you vvere making a vvomen's iT1agaz;ne to promote positive body image vvhat vvou!d 
9. \/Vhat things do you look for iii a magazine? 
gcx;ti OY+ICl If<; 
10. 'v".Jr,at tactors do vou think make a iT'1aaaz1ne more rr1arKetable? 
good tYLJst\AX'(+\1ll/ -OY+lc~ 
11. V\tould you be interested in a magazine that did not use modeis, but rather used 
ouen1ri·~:u1 ..... e ..... nlQ? I A M -· , _, __ _, ,, _,,,_. VJ/ -
P:ease use the space oe:ovv to provide any additional comments or suggest;ons. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the neation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regul<ir basis? 
UJ~mo 
2. What do you like about them? 
-tuY\n~ meV1\mC\~~ 1 ue¥ CJX-\icJ.QS, t eoy ~clV\ lQ 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
1ro ~'1'% ~( utulleti i\11 th .e.rn ma1:e mt! +m 
4.~ eve~~fl~~s~~~;j~agS~ ~~~ sp~~Ve ~ hCUl: 
\)eh \l\W~ .11'\Q,\2.Q- l~ o. ~ct\on. ~ !'f\ ee'<Ly o \~ue 
D'0 'row it \CUL V1ot- l vJ YICU 1\ l \'\ i- WY1Ctf 'r cxJ., how tD 
\w. we\qnt . .. 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image' 
~ ~ic-Wxu~ Of ctho,r WCXY\JLh ~ -t- \m'L ~ o 
CXXt\\~ ruoavr iVWlf ~. 
6. What things make you have positive feelings 3bout your body image? 
CO\n~\\mQf\\\ ~ CJ\Yl9.,YS. n-r-nng iniD umall.ex-
~ ffi.h~ . 
7. If you wer~ making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
~\C~'eQ~ of- \2fill won\Qn. e.eoJ c)J·QA-s. \nJ.ovre.wJ 
w \-\"In \-V~ \M'.)'<Y\Qr\ . 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
'\'('&_ \'m°'\l\ o.!( UJ(){'(\.Q,'(\, u.m O$Q J \)~-\- \c,QRQ i ~'?. l~. 
9. What things do you look for in a m3ga2ine? 
~\\Q.>JCUu\Q.. moJ-erz.\cll. \nW.e~·rg cov.uz.. W\rD1 'on 
t"'1l en ve 'f.-7 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use niodels, but rather used everyday people? 
~~ . \ \NC)U\cl \-\1 ll t i \CQ ih9. \ ~Vl.l\JI\ 1t S iw-t .<{) 
tfe C.C\e,'vs, '90\'" DO-t \U-\- xnoclcls. 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or ;uggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. !f you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
CDS mD "FCI ffi:ul -T El\ e., 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
3CfY1e:ti mes :-tvuxe/s m I ~ ~ i'r1 1ru.r e.. lhlt .:r-%'. e_ 1 
\\U ]_ COU\C\ Y\Wif weor Or cio. u'u fA 11 !1ryi 
Y\IJ\ -mat rret\1-j 1' Orltltvte; 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body lrnage 0 If so piease specify. 
I AO}) . \\AJ_ \AruJ-t, Sl:l yY\()j'LJ.,( tl p0 ~ 11u. l.fttv.yt-
~ 1/\/\11~ 1* ~~ -tV\M lk'~  ~ ~ 
d;sri 1-rl :_µJc-~ w\-m \lMJ) ~~ 'N 11~ 
tA./J ~l~k 
5. What thir.gs make you have negative feeling about your body image? , 
\.J~ ~ c1ftYI I+-- ( 0 DIC. //l.C/i-t_, + Drl.. me_1 
~ JJ'l.OJ'nA_f)i!.J. w ~ '° ~' .SttJLU (OYYl_,f 
CA b t\A.V' w r bD dJj tL! )XS --\Vl1ZL t C(YC'_ ~ 'f (:it l~ ' ' 
· '&o-t .::r 1 m Vllif-· «?o "flJ~ 1.-f ;;r:.. ---n (\d. {). ~ -rwtt -ft-ts tt 
6. Whiltthings make you have positive feelings zj)out your body image? d_jJ-esn 'f- fOD/C tt<-.e s[lfY12_ 
W ~ cJ M~ BL-
J..OJ ~- w \l\Q/\t-- J ~ coJli Dt- . -
(?~ lW\ YY\Cl/lWf'\1- -!-Y\Z i~ ~r J ws~ 
7. If v~were m~S~~t~'st~~n~mote positive body image what would you inciude? 
 l J\Qi)S~ ~ 1re.R\\~f( -rooa-twA-+ \> V\.UlliV?J 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image •Nhat would you leave out? 
9. What things do you lock for in a magazine? 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
. r~ \\ re!ll u iuffi\.Q.() 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did Pot use models, but r;;ther used evel\fday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or si•ggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regui<ir basis? 
2. What do you like about them? 
\iu 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. 
\(.pl,\' 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
\.N"tl. \u- \oo\::.. er 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
7. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
-- .,,___\,JL 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do yoH look for in a magazine? 




11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additior,al comments or s1.•ggestions. 
Consent From 
The information you provide in this survey will be used for research concerning media and body image. 
The answers you record w11! be transcribed into a research report that will be viewed by a group of MSLJ 
faculty. 
Your identities will remain confidential. only your responses will be recorded in the research. The 
informatJon frorn this survey "'viU be transcribed into an eiectronic version before it \VHI be shovJn. The 
original copies will be stored in a secure location until the end of this study, they wi!l then be destroy<'d. 
If you choose, you may also sign up to take part in a focus group about media and body image and the 
creation of a new magazine to help promote positive body image. If you would like to participate please 
fill in your name and contact information in this page. Please oote that the focus groups wHI be 
videotaped: however your identities will remain confidential, the recorded focus groups will only be 
viewed by the researcher, during the initial stages of the project, and will later be destroyed. 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. Thank you in advance for your time and 
cooperation. 
I give permission for the information I provide in this survey to be transcribed into a research report 
concerning Body Image and Media. 
I wish to be contacted about the focus groups pertaining to this study. 
Email ______ " 
This information you provide in this survey wiil be used to help guide the ueation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be pmvided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
2. What do you like about them? 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify. /,q 
~S, '1t YY\tt\(es /V-L fth.OYZ.. ctµJl\...re' D{ lhf J r-e. 
lX.\'\d S1'l_e_ 
5. What things make you have negotive feeling about your body image? 
ttl' f\Jot reot-\.~ tJLV\~+h·'17,J©L':fu-t'nJl1j- mg-A~ -:)1VcNi1J O({_f 
fh.. ~ "a , ls . 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer a5 honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
Cos Mo 
2. What do you like about them? 
3. What do you dislike aboutthem? 
f\ I Ot c:F \;\\Q_ ?1'C..\\J'e..S 
W\IC<L\ 8"\S LAYIO seem. Q«b<Us~ 
or L)(\ ~ e_o._ \ -\h I~ \-0, ,'('\_ 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. 
Yes, See,~ me.. rp'nOlos D~ 
\)e..-D\e_ 
l(j\~, 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
l>\1.0\QS l\Y\D~::fXuYle_".)J 1 fY\()\/ l es 1 etC. · 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
7\-\o\os CA- '1norm.c.\'' lco1<-.~ 3,<\s, LchO 
W€ren ~ U\~mt+h~ ml<l. 
8. lfyou wer2 making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
1'~timS of- f)\'l\S \JJr\.O ere 0\cred.ibl~ 
o~\(\(\:J 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
-.\:(\~\>~ O<V\CJ e..s *'°'-t-
ffi\d\. '\'(\.~ (\~\,'Ci\ 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
Rr-nc~es \\\.c.\ e.r-e.. O~--e-eJ\t, 
m~w~fl\\3, end do 00\-
0fr\~ \b ~ Ll.hD \ro"K Q c_E:(\-&01 w~ O\l~ 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
~~s \s (l. fjK:e-l \(\eo.,(. 
I woJ\.d \.o'-Pe.- '\o ~e.. C.O\c 
C\o~~ \deas ()(\._ 3,n3 v.ho 
~ n.6t s~c.e_ o. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the neation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and ~ornpletely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
2. What do you like about them? 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify. 
~t)\ weJ~qC1\ -"-~ ~~tec-rh,l S~{ 
\:J\CLW~· 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
6. What things make you have posit•ve feelings about your body image? 
7. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive bodv image what wou1d you include? 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did root use models, but rather used ew:>ryday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any addit1or.a! comments or svggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the i::reation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 




2. What do you like about them? 
- c_e.\-e.~r-·1~ ~cses \p, 
·- ·fuc::, N rjV'I ·tl"Cl1ci~ ~ ~ rs 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
·- Ulll"t'~Li ~tic ptlcLjC\.L~ o+ LU\'W. 
¥-op\e tcd~ o.r-e ~~po~ --To 100\c.. 11\~. 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image' If so please specify. 
- o+ c.00 ,~~. \-t- ~td 
p\c..\L .. 0p 0- ~~-pl\ of ~ of ~ 
~L.~.N ~ CCi r .CJ-¥ !-e--f -r\- Jo.:_fRcl ~U\JY 6\011 
~t things ~~y~e-negative feeling about your body image? 
- +v. 
·- f\ll 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
7. lfyou \A/ere making a v .. 1on1en's magazint: to prornote positive body image what ;,.v-ou!d y-0u jnciude? 
8. if you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
-cur \?rvsned 'Photo9ro-rhs 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine' 
~ \ Y\--k\'C'.S ti, CW-tf l \es 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
·- f\ co\li'..Y _ wj . ex.cit\ ~ . 
rn-\\c\-e ~~\ c.s 9 cf.\-e;bf(tl-es 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everynay people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly ar.d completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
2. What do you like about them? 
-rfv.llf\i~lt.S Clbov+ ·10kve3l\¥7~ .fuc:ts t1 \1DT 'lnow \xtot-e. VfOQ~h1~\t1 
picturB o{ YLQ,LJ µ°'IU.vps +-fa.s\t1icVJ5 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
AU~ ~\v'\s· CLve -+a,ll / S'tinnt_f *' \aecuJf1tu) not 
(XCf\t 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specif'/. 
Yes , j_. wDV\ll \\la -tu lo>e SorvV w-tA.517+ SD +nd 
\DOt bt,t'\Gv- iVJ a>w--1 of- -+N tldvuiistd Cloth.as. 
5. What things make yo Lt have negative feeling aboLtt your body image? 
( 
8ef \YJ5 51\"\S 111 b1\un l'.s 0J1rl -hjh+ Clothi?} '-ftia.i ww)ctf'I +-
\ b\) 'L. 5 tJ) cl ()YlQ_ (VJ 
6. What things make you have positive feeli0gs about vour body image? 
JtL\ 1~ 0·1 VI s ft? o.J CLl'<t ~A..~ s I u and tnow how tu MOL~ 
lJYl°"t --\tu.A/ ~ve [wlc Bl)o cl , 
7. lfyou v1ere making a v~1omen's magazine to promote positive body image 1/vhat vvou1d you ]nc1ude? 
~oJ !i fc liJ D tv\.UJ ot oJ( SV/°'-{U3 +- S( ~ . 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
\hltl ttll \MD\\l\ln hllVl fo 
\Q{o.u \i NI. l-l-au1ti -hrs 
Mi h\ \? ~ wou--1- tlM.J 
9. What things do you iook for in a m;igazine? 
ju ()._ SMLLll S'f U iu b-t 
fure gcool r f?ut ftll.L/ MO..\Lf 
li \t s-npe . 
ittMS jV)--\'hQ. \f\i\&tll+ · 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more market<ible? 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the spa<:€ below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this surJey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
posslble. lfyou need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
6. Wh<itthings make you hav€ positive feelings about your body image? 
~ftP 0~ ~)-
7. If you were making a women's m<igazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
~«U ®ftt\' . 
il\£ -IP. ~0JLL ~!IA cir ~ ()}ftf 
Ux~UXIllt. ~ I A o\,~C+tm Q\.A~-efG- , 
8. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
S-lox,es, ~s 1 ~tc-\ul'f) Jilt', Qs ~fl 3 _ 
use the space below to prnvide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this surJey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as ~onestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fash;on or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
Nu'\t 
2. What do you like about them? 
~;,l\ 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
1' ('/\ '('{\'(j'{'_ t o~{_e_m'EJ w'1}h Vl'l~ \I~ ~Vi.en ~he li'v'l'S rJ. ce lebs' 7 .Qe r 
t·r~e. rn~:r- DP 1Vle. \nfb. \'S .\b.mtol\-td Dr eKOa)ero+-ecl, 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? JI so please specify. 
\ks. 1re~ ~Ao~e ~cu ~~'(\ \l \/uJ. \10,\J·e 1rD be S\( ~"' ~ \::Dnes t.u be pre-! f-V. 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
Cum1'\41 1~ )~'1t:J +ul\ ~\..~f\\11..j \.•0'(jl•f(\ £v'E'!L/Lvhf'1f vu{ le.\:):, 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
WS~<'j I.Al'€\~\\\.-
7. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
Ate~e wei1'\li- + heijl'd- trv1t:d.els 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
Biloh-1- cdD'S .\- ·
1
v.·, ty '1f\rD on -fhe'1'knt 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or svggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the aeation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. ~h~~~or(q'i:f3 magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
~O'S VVlO 
?eo~lY--
~0Vt~~~~~1~~s ~D.c\ \-\r\.Q_ G-V-tl't~ ~ Cl V1 cl 
$.\-ov-i e~. 
3. What do you dislike aboutthem? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. . 
\uo:s i cu~ w fCtsh frJM l'Vl l)ou ls r\(J-\- VeCt.~lq 
c~ v-~ too ~t(nvil( ft)v V)l1L( 11'r1'nr1. 
5. What things make you have negative feeling abOLrt your body image? 
)D~\tt\ !'VU~ C ~Ot'ltu_~. 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
'v\JCLL/ 
),QYl/ 
tVtJi VV\ Cl q Cl 1 [ VUS lVl a a V ID() 
Ct bou+ Hu b'()()I. \f. L/ or) Cl v-e th. 
7. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
'b-\t-\-\f\y +ip, Sti<~\ C~'ll~~u.S. Pov \.{our 
\D~'-l fl\~1 tt1 iV1C1s h IVtc1..la ~\JLl VVLOYt 
n_,,b\-v-c1_t -hJ e -
8. If you were making a women·s magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
1\fu \,\\ (),\_l '\--\A\ Vl£l~ ('.) V\ t 1 'flt V M Cl ( 11 p.e 0 f 0. 
\CJ~ Y c\ \ff r Ve V1 t- Y{Acurt rf1 DclO f:s-. 
9. What things do you iook for in a magazir:e? 
1\t\0 c l o-t' h l v1 cl 1' clQ a..s 
~Ylc\ \\~-\- 0 ft ~ 
GJ1. 0 t,0 \n. o ..J 
ma Aft 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable"? 
\'(\\UV~ ~~ t> lr\c:~\ ~+tiv-\ f_S, CUI"\ d lu CCLI S' 'h 
}\Q_ \ f () 'Hrl.t 11 L \J 0 ~'VLQ &1 {) t.,l { . 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey ·will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Pleas€ answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you ne€d more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
~ 
2. What do you like about them? 
~ol ~n OA5l 
PMM~'~· 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
1'f /11r 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specifv. 
ul-0.J, ~ ~ l.xutru-. rn.~ 
~ °-6 CL 00~ ~ ~ ~ 11 M'fn-w--fl r, 
\)v()ll/"\ a..n Jl.Q.)_ OJ)J ~~ . 
7. lfyou were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
~~ w~.1 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive bodv image what would you leave out? 
f;)LJ- P Larw -
9. What things do you Jock fiir in a magazine? 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
~-ff-Z ~w (JO'v ~ 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
8U«f~ % ~ ~-
Please use the space beiow to provide any additional comments or svggestions. 
7k:d~~ t<tJ -({t.V -~ otn\t tk.t; 3h .. 111j ~·i~WVS ini4\J ~ jl){l/e.J../~ 
<.._ 
·rhis information you provide in this survey w1il be used to heip guide the creation of a 
v.:omen's magazine 'l:hich v:Hi promote positive body image. Please ansvJerer as 
honestly and con1pieteiy as possible. if you need n1ore space for \Vriting add1t!ona! peper 
vvifl be provided for you. 
·t. V\1hat fashion crv:omen's rr:agazines de you read en o reguiar basis? 
2. \/Vhat do you iike about them? 
?f av i cLv i ntei [_ "'\-~!\~ I nfci'ffl~e}n'ciY\ abut-\+ +~ c.eJ e..6-s +yips ta r h'1tn so" 
-t'-t' I (' I 0 )'-"' 1f~ u 1~v~ '""t, alvtO<t.Y Jl.!£~-u·•'YlQ.I ~ lit~ n_-..,,.\1,' '"" +,p 1. 
3. 'v'Vhat do vou disHke about them? 
3~JLfJ\~ G /! n~w .f.i~h1'011' DY\ ~IC.LI 0 f"lode.15:.. 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body lmage? lf so please specify. 
lo . aYI exk(\+i :r k..111'"~ +h 2+ r wJ/~ 11.e,vu /:w...., 2~ _sk.~111y 11s fi'iert?J b,.,i+. 
i+ 5t;i/ me,\~~ t1ct.- w~i-17- fo d1'd- c/i!.l fr; fo 80? 5/:.,;1m1~ ~vt fh_"' ::z: 
Luk ~.\. ..Jlel)~) ~.,J fu) -so Jvi1JJ )U-i~v. 
5. VVhat things make you have negative feeling about your body 1r1iage? 
T \u., ~iv., of riy c I utl'LR.. s J 1id tl\Q_; f.i u~ .;.. h ~ !-~ c Dv- /j t\LVoij ~fl.; CJ'(}/,/. 
ikJJ /11 a_ sL>yy (}/Al-ff. 
6. \fVhat things make you have positive feelings about your toay image? 
7. if you vvere making a vvomen·s magaz;rie to promote positive body image vvhat ·11vould 
you inciude? 
S. If you vvere niaking a vvomen's magaZilie to pron1ote positrve body image vvhat vvoufd 
ycu ieave cut? 
9. VVJ-1at tl11ngs do you look for iii a magazine? 
10. 'vnv'hat factors do you tt'1ink make a magazine mors marketable? 
11. V1Jouid you be interested in a magazine that did not use models: but rather used 
e\1er:;day peopie? 
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5. it you vvere making a vvomen's n1agaZiii6 to promote positive body image vvnat Vliould 
. ·-you :e~ve out i" 
9. VVhat ttungs do you looK toi iii a magaznie? 
.,, 
IV. 
11. \i\fou!d you be interested in a magazine that did not use models. but rather used 
P:ease use the space belov\rto provide any additional comrnents or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the creation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as iionestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
2. What do you like about them? 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? Jf so please specify . 
. 
·w 
6. What things make you have positive feelings about your body image? 
7. lfyou were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would yau include? 
y zCAl w0Yf\JJJV\_ - v -tol GGt v\}J)J 
'~~0f;;> 
8. lf you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a magazine? 
~0~ 
CSNv'--- s VV\, ~ 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
bi_~ \)l (l 'M(µv\_ ~ {i (=> --\b 
rf ~ l()D~c_5 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use models, but rather used everyday people? 
"Q\J,Y~ I LJt') [~J 11 ~ ~ '@Yi.e_' 
\ aJ,Jl\L Q\f' \~ \Nt'(l (?<;\\\ ~oc\ 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or suggestions. 
This information you provide in this survey will be used to help guide the ueation of a women's 
magazine which will promote positive body image. Please answerer as honestly and completely as 
possible. If you need more space for writing additional paper will be provided for you. 
1. What fashion or women's magazines do you read on a regular basis? 
.$evlVW'E'c., 
(O;fi1b 
2.whtt~-~u~;a/~~~1e~ yicf1-vls(GJ()f{1Js, piAfeJ, ~(){t fc~) 
v'ee>10\ ~ ot- -\-h.Q o.v-+Ll.oJ. 
3. What do you dislike about them? 
ibt.e 1 t""1 ,QA10 / dlYl-+- /w'r- r.V -[,:+- 1vin 1hi 
h ~~ ()-(- 9 ;v- Ir IV\. ~ 'M~. 
4.Do they every influence your ideas about Body Image? If so please specify. 
5. What things make you have negative feeling about your body image? 
itM n(>\-- -fvle s~ 1,1.-( ; r "ct 
I \Wio\r' ( [tllvi+· ttfkyd. Morr 
Cir~ ~l 
of- f1v. +J,,~1 
-1h ~ YYl~S. 
6. V.Jhatthings n1ake you h.ave positive feelings about vour body ~mage? 
~l'YM~ 'hWV5 I -tee l \ (~ l \NOV\ tct Vt~ 
'ix' SD sJc-.~ YI~ \!VA.Q...ve s-~ peor1..t 
lt\Jtt Vlt -ju 
f cv't:.- 5,c 1c.. 
7, If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you include? 
8. If you were making a women's magazine to promote positive body image what would you leave out? 
9. What things do you look for in a rmgazine? 
C\fhycl 
10. What factors do you think make a magazine more marketable? 
Ao\v~v~r1~, [\o\s ~ ~Cf·K/vv(yt-ou 1r 
11. Would you be interested in a magazine that did not use modeis, but rather used everyday people' 
1~ '. 
Please use the space below to provide any additional comments or svggestions. 
